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Executive Summary1

The quest to understand the fundamental building blocks of nature and their interactions is one2

of the oldest and most ambitious of human scientific endeavors. Facilities such as CERN’s Large3

Hadron Collider (LHC) represent a huge step forward in this quest. The discovery of the Higgs4

boson, the observation of exceedingly rare decays of B mesons, and stringent constraints on many5

viable theories of physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) demonstrate the great scientific value6

of the LHC physics program. The next phase of this global scientific project will be the High-7

Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) which will collect data starting circa 2026 and continue into the 2030’s.8

The primary science goal is to search for physics beyond the SM and, should it be discovered, to9

study its details and implications. During the HL-LHC era, the ATLAS and CMS experiments will10

record ∼10 times as much data from ∼ 100 times as many collisions as in Run 1. The NSF and the11

DOE are planning large investments in detector upgrades so the HL-LHC can operate in this high-12

rate environment. A commensurate investment in R&D for the software for acquiring, managing,13

processing and analyzing HL-LHC data will be critical to maximize the return-on-investment in14

the upgraded accelerator and detectors.15

The strategic plan presented in this report is the result of a conceptualization process carried16

out to explore how a potential Scientific Software Innovation Institute (S2I2) for High Energy17

Physics (HEP) can play a key role in meeting HL-LHC challenges. In parallel, a Community White18

Paper (CWP) describing the bigger picture was prepared under the auspices of the HEP Software19

Foundation (HSF). Approximately 250 scientists and engineers participated in more than a dozen20

workshops during 2016–2017, most jointly sponsored by both HSF and the S2I2-HEP project.21

The conceptualization process concluded that the mission of an Institute should be two-fold: it22

should serve as an active center for software R&D and as an intellectual hub for the larger software23

R&D effort required to ensure the success of the HL-LHC scientific program. Four high-impact24

R&D areas were identified as highest priority for the U.S. university community: (1) development of25

advanced algorithms for data reconstruction and triggering; (2) development of highly performant26

analysis systems that reduce ‘time-to-insight’ and maximize the HL-LHC physics potential; (3) de-27

velopment of data organization, management and access systems for the Exabyte era; (4) leveraging28

the recent advances in Machine Learning and Data Science. In addition, sustaining the investments29

in the fabric for distributed high-throughput computing was identified as essential to current and30

future operations activities. A plan for managing and evolving an S2I2-HEP identifies a set of31

activities and services that will enable and sustain the Institute’s mission.32

As an intellectual hub, the Institute should lead efforts in (1) developing partnerships between33

HEP and the cyberinfrastructure communities (including Computer Science, Software Engineering,34

Network Engineering, and Data Science) for novel approaches to meeting HL-LHC challenges, (2)35

bringing in new effort from U.S. Universities emphasizing professional development and training,36

and (3) sustaining HEP software and underlying knowledge related to the algorithms and their37

implementations over the two decades required. HEP is a global, complex, scientific endeavor.38

These activities will help ensure that the software developed and deployed by a globally distributed39

community will extend the science reach of the HL-LHC and will be sustained over its lifetime.40

The strategic plan for an S2I2 targeting HL-LHC physics presented in this report reflects a41

community vision. Developing, deploying, and maintaining sustainable software for the HL-LHC42

experiments has tremendous technical and social challenges. The campaign of R&D, testing, and43

deployment should start as soon as possible to ensure readiness for doing physics when the upgraded44

accelerator and detectors turn on. An NSF-funded, U.S. university-based S2I2 to lead a “software45

upgrade” will complement the hardware investments being made. In addition to enabling the best46

possible HL-LHC science, an S2I2-HEP will bring together the larger cyberinfrastucture and HEP47

communities to study problems and build algorithms and software implementations to address48

issues of general import for Exabyte scale problems in big science.49
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1 Introduction108

The High-Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) is scheduled to start producing data in109

2027 and extend the LHC physics program through the 2030s. Its primary science goal is to search110

for Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physics, or study its details if there is an intervening discov-111

ery. Although the basic constituents of ordinary matter and their interactions are extraordinarily112

well described by the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, a quantum field theory built on top113

of simple but powerful symmetry principles, it is incomplete. For example, most of the gravita-114

tionally interacting matter in the universe does not interact via electromagnetic or strong nuclear115

interactions. As it produces no directly visible signals, it is called dark matter. Its existence and116

its quantum nature lie outside the SM. Equally as important, the SM does not address fundamental117

questions related to the detailed properties of its own constituent particles or the specific symme-118

tries governing their interactions. To achieve this scientific program, the HL-LHC will record data119

from 100 times as many proton-proton collisions as did Run 1 of the LHC.120

Realizing the full potential of the HL-LHC requires large investments in upgraded hardware.121

The R&D preparations for these hardware upgrades are underway and the full project funding for122

the construction phase is expected to begin to flow in the next few years. The two general purpose123

detectors at the LHC, ATLAS and CMS, are operated by collaborations of more than 3000 scientists124

each. U.S. personnel constitute about 30% of the collaborators on these experiments. Within125

the U.S., funding for the construction and operation of ATLAS and CMS is jointly provided by126

the Department of Energy (DOE) and the National Science Foundation (NSF). Funding for U.S.127

participation in the LHCb experiment is provided only by the NSF. The NSF is also planning128

a major role in the hardware upgrade of the ATLAS and CMS detectors for the HL-LHC. This129

would use the Major Research Equipment and Facilities Construction (MREFC) mechanism with130

a possible start in 2020.131

Similarly, the HL-LHC will require commensurate investment in the research and development132

necessary to develop and deploy the software to acquire, manage, process, and analyze the data.133

Current estimates of HL-LHC computing needs significantly exceed what will be possible assuming134

Moore’s Law and more or less constant operational budgets . The underlying nature of computing135

hardware (processors, storage, networks) is also evolving, the quantity of data to be processed is136

increasing dramatically, its complexity is increasing, and more sophisticated analyses will be re-137

quired to maximize the HL-LHC physics yield. The magnitude of the HL-LHC computing problems138

to be solved will require different approaches. In planning for the HL-LHC, it is critical that all139

parties agree on the software goals and priorities, and that the efforts tend to complement each140

other. In this spirit, the HEP Software Foundation (HSF) began a planning exercise in late 2016141

to prepare a Community White Paper (CWP). Its goal is to provide a roadmap for software R&D142

in preparation for the HL-LHC era which would identify and prioritize the software research and143

development investments required:144

1. to enable new approaches to computing and software that can radically extend the physics145

reach of the detectors; and146

2. to achieve improvements in software efficiency, scalability, and performance, and to make use147

of the advances in CPU, storage, and and network technologies;148

3. to ensure the long term sustainability of the software through the lifetime of the HL-LHC.149

In parallel to the global CWP exercise the U.S. community executed, with NSF funding, a concep-150

tualization process to produce a Strategic Plan for how a Scientific Software Innovation Institute151

(S2I2) could help meet the challenges. Specifically, the S2I2-HEP conceptualization process [1]152

had three additional goals:153

1. to identify specific focus areas for R&D efforts that could be part of an S2I2 in the U.S.154

university community;155
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2. to build a consensus within the U.S. HEP software community for a common effort; and156

3. to engage with experts from related fields of scientific computing and software development157

to identify areas of common interest and develop teams for collaborative work.158

This document, the “Strategic Plan for a Scientific Software Innovation Institute (S2I2) for High159

Energy Physics”, is the result of the S2I2-HEP process.160

The existing computing system of the LHC experiments is the result of almost 20 years of161

effort and experience. In addition to addressing the significant future challenges, sustaining the162

fundamental aspects of what has been built to date is also critical. Fortunately, the collider nature163

of this physics program implies that essentially all computational challenges are pleasantly parallel.164

The large LHC collaborations each produce tens of billions of events per year through a mix of165

simulation and data triggers recorded by their experiments, and all events are mutually independent166

of each other. This intrinsic simplification from the science itself permits aggregation of distributed167

computing resources and is well-matched to the use of high throughput computing to meet LHC and168

HL-LHC computing needs. In addition, the LHC today requires more computing resources than169

will be provided by funding agencies in any single location (such as CERN). Thus distributed high-170

throughput computing (DHTC) will continue to be a fundamental characteristic of the HL-LHC.171

Continued support for DHTC is essential for the HEP community.172

Developing, maintaining and deploying sustainable software for the HL-LHC experiments, given173

these constraints, is both a technical and a social challenge. An NSF-funded, U.S. university-174

based Scientific Software Innovation Institute (S2I2) can play a primary leadership role in the175

international HEP community to prepare the “software upgrade” needed in addition to the hardware176

upgrades planned for the HL-LHC.177
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2 Science Drivers178

An S2I2 focused on software required for an upgraded HL-LHC is primarily intended to enable179

the discovery of Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physics, or study its details, if there is a180

discovery before the upgraded accelerator and detectors turn on. To understand why discovering181

and elucidating BSM physics will be transformative, we need to start with the key concepts of182

the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, what they explain, what they do not, and how the183

HL-LHC will address the latter.184

In the past 200 years, physicists have discovered the basic constituents of ordinary matter and185

they have developed a very successful theory to describe the interactions (forces) among them. All186

atoms, and the molecules from which they are built, can be described in terms of these constituents.187

The nuclei of atoms are bound together by strong nuclear interactions. Their decays result from188

strong and weak nuclear interactions. Electromagnetic forces bind atoms together, and bind atoms189

into molecules. The electromagnetic, weak nuclear, and strong nuclear forces are described in terms190

of quantum field theories. The predictions of these theories are very, very precise, and they have191

been validated with equally precise experimental measurements. The electromagnetic and weak192

nuclear interactions are intimately related to each other, but with a fundamental difference: the193

particle responsible for the exchange of energy and momentum in electromagnetic interactions (the194

photon) is massless while the corresponding particles responsible for the exchange of energy and195

momentum in weak interactions (the W and Z bosons) are about 100 times more massive than196

the proton. A critical element of the SM is the prediction (made more than 50 years ago) that a197

qualitatively new type of particle, called the Higgs boson, would give mass to the W and Z bosons.198

Its discovery [2, 3] at CERN’s Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in 2012 confirmed experimentally the199

last critical element of the SM.200

The SM describes essentially all known physics very well, but its mathematical structure and201

some important empirical evidence tell us that it is incomplete. These observations motivate a202

large number of SM extensions, generally using the formalism of quantum field theory, to describe203

BSM physics. For example, “ordinary” matter accounts for only 5% of the mass-energy budget204

of the universe, while dark matter, which interacts with ordinary matter gravitationally, accounts205

for 27%. While we know something about dark matter at macroscopic scales, we know nothing206

about its microscopic, quantum nature, except that its particles are not found in the SM and207

they lack electromagnetic and SM nuclear interactions. BSM physics also addresses a key feature208

of the observed universe: the apparent dominance of matter over anti-matter. The fundamental209

processes of leptogenesis and baryongenesis (how electrons and protons, and their heavier cousins,210

were created in the early universe) are not explained by the SM, nor is the required level of CP211

violation (the asymmetry between matter and anti-matter under charge and parity conjugation).212

Constraints on BSM physics come from “conventional” HEP experiments plus others searching for213

dark matter particles either directly or indirectly.214

The LHC was designed to search for the Higgs boson and for BSM physics – goals in the realm215

of discovery science. The ATLAS and CMS detectors are optimized to observe and measure the216

direct production and decay of massive particles. They have now begun to measure the properties217

of the Higgs boson more precisely to test how well they accord with SM predictions.218

Where ATLAS and CMS were designed to study high mass particles directly, LHCb was designed219

to study heavy flavor physics where quantum influences of very high mass particles, too massive to220

be directly detected at LHC, are manifest in lower energy phenomena. Its primary goal is to look221

for BSM physics in CP violation (CPV, defined as asymmetries in the decays of particles and their222

corresponding antiparticles) and rare decays of beauty and charm hadrons. As an example of how223

one can relate flavor physics to extensions of the SM, Isidori, Nir, and Perez [4] have considered224

model-independent BSM constraints from measurements of mixing and CP violation. They assume225

the new fields are heavier than SM fields and construct an effective theory. Then, they “analyze all226
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realistic extensions of the SM in terms of a limited number of parameters (the coefficients of higher227

dimensional operators).” They determine bounds on an effective coupling strength couplings of their228

results is that kaon, Bd, Bs, and D0 mixing and CPV measurements provide powerful constraints229

that are complementary to each other and often constrain BSM physics more powerfully than direct230

searches for high mass particles.231

The Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel (P5) issued their Strategic Plan for U.S.232

Particle Physics [5] in May 2014. It was very quickly endorsed by the High Energy Physics Advisory233

Panel and submitted to the DOE and the NSF. The report says, we have identified five compelling234

lines of inquiry that show great promise for discovery over the next 10 to 20 years. These are the235

Science Drivers:236

• Use the Higgs boson as a new tool for discovery237

• Pursue the physics associated with neutrino mass238

• Identify the new physics of dark matter239

• Understand cosmic acceleration: dark matter and inflation240

• Explore the unknown: new particles, interactions, and physical principles.241

The HL-LHC will address the first, third, and fifth of these using data acquired at twice the242

energy of Run 1 and with 100 times the luminosity. As the P5 report says,243

The recently discovered Higgs boson is a form of matter never before observed, and it is myste-244

rious. What principles determine its effects on other particles? How does it interact with neutrinos245

or with dark matter? Is there one Higgs particle or many? Is the new particle really fundamental,246

or is it composed of others? The Higgs boson offers a unique portal into the laws of nature, and it247

connects several areas of particle physics. Any small deviation in its expected properties would be a248

major breakthrough.249

The full discovery potential of the Higgs will be unleashed by percent-level precision studies of the250

Higgs properties. The measurement of these properties is a top priority in the physics program of251

high-energy colliders. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will be the first laboratory to use the Higgs252

boson as a tool for discovery, initially with substantial higher energy running at 14 TeV, and then253

with ten times more data at the High- Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC). The HL-LHC has a compelling254

and comprehensive program that includes essential measurements of the Higgs properties.255

In addition to HEP experiments, the LHC hosts the one of world’s foremost nuclear physics256

experiments. “The ALICE Collaboration has built a dedicated heavy-ion detector to exploit the257

unique physics potential of nucleus-nucleus interactions at LHC energies. [Their] aim is to study258

the physics of strongly interacting matter at extreme energy densities, where the formation of a259

new phase of matter, the quark-gluon plasma, is expected. The existence of such a phase and260

its properties are key issues in QCD for the understanding of confinement and of chiral-symmetry261

restoration.” [6] In particular, these collisions reproduce the temperatures and pressures of hadronic262

matter in the very early universe, and so provide a unique window into the physics of that era.263

Summary of Physics Motivation: The ATLAS and CMS collaborations published letters of264

intent to do experiments at the LHC in October 1992, about 25 years ago. At the time, the top265

quark had not yet be discovered; no one knew if the experiments would discover the Higgs boson,266

supersymmetry, technicolor, or something completely different. Looking forward, no one can say267

what will be discovered in the HL-LHC era. However, with data from 100 times the number of268

collisions recorded in Run 1 the next 20 years are likely to bring even more exciting discoveries.269
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3 Computing Challenges270

During the HL-LHC era (Run 4, starting circa 2026/2027), the ATLAS and CMS experiments271

will record about 10 times as much data from 100 times as many collisions as they did in in272

Run 1. And for the LHCb experiment, this 100x increase in data and processing over that of273

Run1 will start in Run 3 (beginning circa 2021). The software and computing budgets for these274

experiments are projected to remain flat. Moore’s Law, even if it continues to hold, will not provide275

the required increase in computing power to enable fully processing all the data. Even assuming276

the experiments significantly reduce the amount of data stored per event, the total size of the277

datasets will be well into the exabyte scale; they will be constrained primarily by costs and funding278

levels, not by scientific interest. The overarching goal of an S2I2 for HEP will be to maximize the279

return-on-investment in the upgraded accelerator and detectors to enable break-through scientific280

discoveries.281

Table 1: Estimated mass storage to be used by
the LHC experiments in 2018, at the end of Run
2 data-taking. Numbers extracted from the CRSG
report to CERN’s RRB in April 2016 [7] for ALICE,
ATLAS, & CMS and taken from LHCb-PUB-2017-
019 [8] for LHCb.

Experiment Disk Usage (PB) Tape Usage (PB) Total (PB)
ALICE 98 86 184
ATLAS 164 324 488
CMS 141 247 388
LHCb 41 79 120
Total 444 736 1180

Projections for the HL-LHC start with282

the operating experience of the LHC to date,283

and account for the increased luminosity to284

be provided by the accelerator and the in-285

creased sophistication of the detectors. Run 2286

started in the summer of 2015, with the bulk287

of the luminosity being delivered in 2016–288

2018. The April 2016 Computing Resources289

Scrutiny Group (CRSG) report to CERN’s290

Resource Review Board (RRB) report [7] es-291

timated the ALICE, ATLAS, and CMS usage292

for the full period 2016–2018. A summary is293

shown in Table 1, along with corresponding294

numbers for LHCb taken from their 2017 es-295

timate [8]. Altogether, the LHC experiments296

will be saving more than an exabyte of data in mass storage by the end of Run 2. In their April297

2017 report [REF], the CSRG says that “growth equivalent to 20%/year [...] towards HL-LHC [...]298

should be assumed”.299

Figure 1: CMS CPU and disk requirement evolution into the first two years of HL-LHC [Sexton-
Kennedy2017]

While no one expects such projections to be accurate over 10 years, simple exponentiation300
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predicts a factor of 6 growth. Naively extrapolating resource requirements using today’s software301

and computing models, the experiments project significantly greater needs. The magnitude of the302

discrepancy is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 for CMS and ATLAS, respectively. The CPU usages303

are specified in kHS06 years where a “standard” modern core corresponds to about 10 HS06 units.304

The disk usages are specified in PB. Very crudely, the experiments need 5 times greater resources305

than will be available to achieve their full science reach. An aggressive and coordinated software306

R&D program, such as would be possible with an S2I2, can help mitigate this problem.307

Figure 2: ATLAS CPU and disk requirement evolution into the first three years of HL-LHC,
compared to growth rate assuming flat funding. [Campana2017]

The challenges for processor technologies are well known [9]. While the number of transistors on308

integrated circuits doubles every two years (Moore’s Law), power density limitations and aggregate309

power limitations lead to a situation where “conventional” sequential processors are being replaced310

by vectorized and even more highly parallel architectures. To take of advantage of this increasing311

computing power demands major changes to the algorithms implemented in our software. Under-312

standing how emerging architectures (from low power processors to parallel architectures like GPUs313

to more specialized technologies like FPGAs) will allow HEP computing to realize the dramatic314

growth in computing power required to achieve our science goals will be a central element of an315

S2I2 R&D effort.316

Similar challenges exist with storage and network at the scale of HL-LHC [10], with implications317

for the persistency of data and the computing models and the software supporting them. Limi-318

tations in affordable storage pose a major challenge, as does the I/O capacity of ever larger hard319

disks. While wide area network capacity will probably continue to increase at the required rate,320

the ability to use it efficiently will need a closer integration with applications. This will require321

developments in software to support distributed computing (data and workload management, soft-322

ware distribution and data access) and an increasing awareness of the extremely hierarchical view323

of data, from long latency tape access and medium-latency network access through to the CPU324
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memory hierarchy.325

The human and social challenges run in parallel with the technical challenges. All algorithms326

and software implementations are developed and maintained by flesh and blood individuals, many327

with unique expertise. What can the community do to help these people contribute most effectively328

to the larger scientific enterprise?329

• How do we train large numbers of novice developers, and smaller numbers of more expert330

developers and architects, in appropriate software engineering and software design principles331

and best practices.332

• How do we foster effective collaboration within software development teams and across ex-333

periments?334

• How do we create a culture for designing, developing, and deploying sustainable software?335

Learning how to work together as a coherent community, and engage productively with the larger336

scientific software community, will be critical to the success of the R&D enterprise preparing for337

the HL-LHC. An S2I2 can play a central role in guaranteeing this success.338

4 Summary of S2I2-HEP Conceptualization Process339

The proposal “Conceptualization of an S2I2 Institute for High Energy Physics (S2I2-HEP)” was340

submitted to the NSF in August 2015. Awards ACI-1558216, ACI-1558219, and ACI-1558233341

were made in July 2016, and the S2I2 conceptualization project began in Fall 2016. Two major342

deliverables were foreseen from the conceptualization process in the original S2I2-HEP proposal:343

(1) A Community White Paper (CWP) [11] describing a global vision for software and com-344

puting for the HL-LHC era; this includes discussions of elements that are common to the LHC345

community as a whole and those that are specific to the individual experiments. It also discusses346

the relationship of the common elements to the broader HEP and scientific computing communi-347

ties. Many of the topics discussed are relevant for a HEP S2I2. The CWP document has been348

prepared and written as an initiative of the HEP Software Foundation. As its purview is greater349

than an S2I2 Strategic Plan, it fully engaged the international HL-LHC community, including U.S.350

university and national labs personnel. In addition, international and U.S. personnel associated351

with other HEP experiments participated at all stages. The CWP provides a roadmap for software352

R&D in preparation for the HL-LHC and for other HL-LHC era HEP experiments. The charge353

from the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) to the HSF and the LHC experiments [12]354

says it should identify and prioritize the software research and development investments required:355

• to achieve improvements in software efficiency, scalability and performance and to make use356

of the advances in CPU, storage and network technologies,357

• to enable new approaches to computing and software that can radically extend the physics358

reach of the detectors,359

• to ensure the long term sustainability of the software through the lifetime of the HL- LHC.360

(2) A separate Strategic Plan identifying areas where the U.S. university community can provide361

leadership and discussing those issues required for an S2I2 which are not (necessarily) relevant to362

the larger community. This is the document you are currently reading. In large measure, it builds363

on the findings of the CWP. In addition, it addresses the following questions:364

• where does the U.S. university community already have expertise and important leadership365

roles;366
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• which software elements and frameworks would provide the best educational and training367

opportunities for students and postdoctoral fellows;368

• what types of programs (short courses, short-term fellowships, long-term fellowships, etc.)369

might enhance the educational reach of an S2I2;370

• possible organizational, personnel and management structures and operational processes; and371

• how the investment in an S2I2 can be judged and how the investment can be sustained to372

assure the scientific goals of the HL-LHC.373

The Strategic Plan has been prepared in collaboration with members of the U.S. DOE Laboratory374

community as well as the U.S. university community. Although it is not a project deliverable, an375

additional goal of the conceptualization process has been to engage broadly with computer scientists376

and software engineers, as well as high energy physicists, to build community interest in submitting377

an S2I2 implementation proposal, should there be an appropriate solicitation.378

The process to produce these two documents has been built around a series of dedicated work-379

shops, meetings, and special outreach sessions in preexisting workshops. Many of these were or-380

ganized under the umbrella of the HSF and involved the full international community. A smaller,381

dedicated set of workshops focused on S2I2- or U.S.- specific topics, including interaction with the382

Computer Science community. S2I2-HEP project Participant Costs funds were used to support the383

participation of relevant individuals in all types of workshops. A complete list of the workshops384

held as part of the CWP or to support the S2I2-specific efforts is included in Appendix B.385

The community at large was engaged in the CWP and S2I2 processes by building on existing386

communication mechanisms. The involvement of the LHC experiments (including in particular the387

software and computing coordinators) in the CWP process allowed for communication using the388

pre-existing experiment channels. To reach out more widely than just to the LHC experiments,389

specific contacts were made with individuals with software and computing responsibilities in the390

FNAL muon and neutrino experiments, Belle-II, the Linear Collider community, as well as various391

national computing organizations. The HSF had, in fact, been building up mailing lists and contact392

people beyond LHC for about 2 years before the CWP process began, and the CWP process was393

able to build on that.394

Early in the process, a number of working groups were established on topics that were ex-395

pected to be important parts of the HL-LHC roadmap: Careers, Staffing and Training; Computing396

Models, Facilities, and Distributed Computing; Conditions Database; Data Organization, Manage-397

ment and Access; Data Analysis and Interpretation; Data and Software Preservation; Detector398

Simulation; Event Processing Frameworks; Machine Learning; Physics Generators; Software De-399

velopment, Deployment and Validation/Verification; Software Trigger and Event Reconstruction;400

and Visualization.401

In addition, a small set of working groups envisioned at the beginning of the CWP process failed402

to gather significant community interest or were integrated into the active working groups listed403

above. These inactive working groups were: Math Libraries; Data Acquisition Software; Various404

Aspects of Technical Evolution (Software Tools, Hardware, Networking); Monitoring; Security and405

Access Control; and Workflow and Resource Management.406

The CWP process began with a kick-off workshop at UCSD/SDSC in January 2017 and con-407

cluded with a final workshop in June 2017 in Annecy, France. A large number of intermediate408

topical workshops and meetings were held between these. The CWP process involved a total of409

∼ 250 participants, listed in Appendix B. The working groups continued to meet virtually to410

produce their own white papers with completion targeted for early fall 2017. A synthesis full Com-411

munity White Paper was planned to be ready shortly afterwards. As of early November, 2017,412

many of the working groups have advanced drafts of their documents and the first draft of the413

synthesis CWP has been distributed for community review and comment; the editorial team is414

preparing the second draft for release later this month.415
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At the CWP kick-off workshop (in January 2017), each of the (active) working groups defined a416

charge for itself, as well as a plan for meetings, a Google Group for communication, etc. The precise417

path for each working group in terms of teleconference meetings and actual in-person sessions or418

workshops varied from group to group. Each of the active working groups has produced a working419

group report, which is available from the HSF CWP webpage [11].420

The CWP process was intended to assemble the global roadmap for software and computing421

for the HL-LHC. In addition, S2I2-specific activities were organized to explore which subset of422

the global roadmap would be appropriate for a U.S. university-based Software Institute and what423

role it would play together with other U.S. efforts (including both DOE efforts, the US-ATLAS424

and US-CMS Operations programs and the Open Science Grid) and with international efforts. In425

addition the S2I2-HEP conceptualization project investigated how the U.S. HEP community could426

better collaborate with and leverage the intellectual capacity of the U.S. Computer Science and NSF427

Sustainable Software (SI2) [13] communities. Two dedicated S2I2 HEP/CS workshops were held428

as well as a dedicated S2I2 workshop, co-located with the ACAT conference. In addition numerous429

outreach activities and discussions took place with the U.S. HEP community and specifically with430

PIs interested in software and computing R&D.431

5 The HEP Community432

HEP is a global science. The global nature of the community is both the context and the source of433

challenges for an S2I2. A fundamental characteristic of this community is its globally distributed434

knowledge and workforce. The LHC collaborations each comprise thousands of scientists from close435

to 200 institutions across more than 40 countries. The large size is a response to the complexity of436

the endeavor. No one person or small team understands all aspects of the experimental program.437

Knowledge is thus collectively obtained, held, and sustained over the decades long LHC program.438

Much of that knowledge is curated in software. Tens of millions of lines of code are maintained by439

many hundreds of physicists and engineers. Software sustainability is fundamental to the knowledge440

sustainability required for a research program that is expected to last a couple of decades, well into441

the early 2040s.442

5.1 The HEP Software Ecosystem and Computing Environment443

The HEP software landscape itself is quite varied. Each HEP experiment requires, at a minimum,444

“application” software for data acquisition, data handling, data processing, simulation and analy-445

sis, as well as related application frameworks, data persistence and libraries. In addition significant446

“infrastructure” software is required. The scale of the computing environment itself drives some of447

the complexity and requirements for infrastructure tools. Over the past 20 years, HEP experiments448

have became large enough to require significantly greater resources than the host laboratory can449

provide by itself. Collaborating funding agencies typically provide in-kind contributions of com-450

puting resources rather than send funding to the host laboratory . Distributed computing is thus451

essential, and HEP research needs have driven the development of sophisticated software for data452

management, data access, and workload/workflow management.453

These software elements are used 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, over the entire year. They are454

used by the LHC experiments in the ∼170 computing centers and national grid infrastructures that455

are federated via the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (shown in Figure 3). The U.S. contribution456

is organized and run by the Open Science Grid [14, 15]. The intrinsic nature of data-intensive457

collider physics maps very well to the use of high-throughput computing. The computing use ranges458

from “production” activities that are organized centrally by the experiment (e.g., basic processing459

of RAW data and high statistics Monte Carlo simulations) to “analysis” activities initiated by460

individuals or small groups of researchers for their specific research investigations.461
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Figure 3: The Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG), which federates national grid infrastruc-
tures to provide the computing resources needed by the four LHC experiments (ALICE, ATLAS,
CMS, LHCb). The numbers shown represent the WLCG resources from 2016.

Software Stacks: In practice much of the actual software and infrastructure is implemented inde-462

pendently by each experiment. This includes managing the software development and deployment463

process and the resulting software stack. Some of this is a natural result of the intrinsic differences464

in the actual detectors (scientific instruments) used by each experiment. Independent software465

stacks are also the healthy result of different experiments and groups making different algorithmic466

and implementation choices. And last, but not least, each experiment must have control over its467

own schedule to insure that it can deliver physics results in a competitive environment. This implies468

sufficient control over the software development process and the software itself that the experiment469

uses. The independence of the software processes in each experiment of course has some downsides.470

At times, similar functionalities are implemented redundantly in multiple experiments. Issues of471

long term software sustainability can arise in these cases when the particular functionality is not472

actually mission-critical or specific to the experiment. Obtaining human resources (both in terms473

of effort and in terms of intellectual input) can be difficult if the result only impacts one particular474

HEP experiment. Trivial technical and/or communication issues can prevent even high quality475

tools developed in one experiment from being adopted by another.476

The HEP community has nonetheless a developed an ecosystem of common software tools that477

are widely shared in the community. Ideas and experience with software and computing in the478

HEP community are shared at general dedicated HEP software/computing conferences such as479

CHEP [16] and ACAT [17]. In addition there are many specialized workshops on software and480

techniques for pattern recognition, simulation, data acquisition, use of machine learning, etc.481

An important exception to the organization of software stacks by the experiments is the na-482

tional grid infrastructures, such as the Open Science Grid in the U.S. The federation of computing483

resources from separate computing centers which at times support more than one HEP experiment484

or that support HEP and other scientific domains requires and creates incentives that drive the485
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development and deployment of “common” solutions.486

Application Software Examples: More than 10M lines of code have been developed within indi-487

vidual experiments to implement the relevant data acquisition, data handling, pattern recognition488

and processing, calibration, simulation and analysis algorithms. This code base includes in addi-489

tion application frameworks, data persistence and related support libraries needed to structure than490

myriad algorithms into single data processing applications. Much of the code is experiment-specific491

due to real differences in the detectors used by each experiment and the techniques appropriate492

to the different instruments. Some code is however simply redundant development of different im-493

plementations of the same functionalities. This code base contains significant portions which are494

a by-product of the physics research program (i.e. the result of R&D by postdocs and graduate495

students) and typically without with the explicit aim of producing sustainable software. Long496

term sustainability issues exist in many places in such code. One obvious example is the need497

to develop parallel algorithms and implementations for the increasingly computationally intensive498

charged particle track reconstruction.499

The preparations for the LHC have nonethelss yielded important community software tools for500

data analysis like ROOT [18] and detector simulation GEANT4 [19, 20], both of which have been501

critical not only for LHC but in most other areas of HEP and beyond. Other tools have been502

shared between some, but not all, experiments. Examples include the GAUDI [21] event processing503

framework, IgProf [22] for profiling very large C++ applications like those used in HEP, RooFit [23]504

for data modeling and fitting and the TMVA [24] toolkit for multivariate data analysis.505

In addition software is a critical tool for the interaction and knowledge transfer between experi-506

mentalists and theorists. Software provide an important physics input by the theory community to507

the LHC experimental program, for example through event generators such as SHERPA [25] and508

ALPGEN [26] and through jet finding tools like FastJet [27,28].509

Infrastructure Software Examples: As noted above, the need for “infrastruture” tools which510

can be deployed as services in multiple computer centers creates incentives for the development of511

common tools which can be used by multiple HEP experiments and perhaps with other sciences.512

Examples include FRONTIER [29] for cached access to databases, XROOTD [30] and dCache [31]513

for distributed access to bulk file data, EOS [32, 33] for distributed disk storage cluster manage-514

ment, FTS [34] for data movement across the distributed computing system, CERNVM-FS [35]515

for distributed and cached access to software, GlideinWMS [36] and PanDA [37, 38] for workload516

management. Although not developed specifically for HEP, HEP has been an important domain-517

side partner in the development of tools such as HTCondor [39] for distributed high throughput518

computing and the Parrot [40] virtual file system.519

Global scientific collaborations need to meet and discuss, and this has driven the development of520

the scalable event organization software Indico [41,42]. Various tools have XXX (data and software521

preservation, Inspire-hep)....522

5.2 Software Development and Processes in the HEP Community523

The HEP community has by necessity developed significant experience in creating software infras-524

tructure and processes that integrate contributions from large, distributed communities of physics525

researchers. To build its software ecosystem, each of the major HEP experiments provides a set of526

“software architectures and lifecycle processes, development, testing and deployment methodolo-527

gies, validation and verification processes, end usability and interface considerations, and required528

infrastructure and technologies” (to quote the NSF S2I2 solicitation [43]). Computing hardware to529

support the development process for the application software (such as continuous integration and530

test machines) is typically provided by the host laboratory for the experiments, e.g., CERN for the531

LHC experiments. Each experiment manages software release cycles for its own unique application532

software code base, as well as external software elements it integrates into its software stack, in533
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order to meet goals ranging from physics needs to bug and performance fixes. The software devel-534

opment infrastructure is also designed to allow individuals to write, test and contribute software535

from any computing center or laptop/desktop. The software development and testing support for536

the “infrastructure” part of the software ecosystem, supporting the distributed computing environ-537

ment, is more diverse and not centralized at CERN. It relies much more heavily on resources such538

as the Tier-2 centers and the Open Science Grid in the U.S. The integration and testing is more539

complex for the computing infrastructure software elements, however the full set of processes has540

also been put in place by each experiment.541

Figure 4: Evolution of the number of individuals making contributions to the CMS application
software release each month over the period from 2007 to 2016. Also shown is how the developer
community was maintained through large changes to the technical infrastructure, in this case
the evolution of the version control system from CVS hosted at CERN to git hosted in GitHub.
This plot shows only the application software managed in the experiment-wide software release
(CMSSW) and not “infrastructure” software (e.g., for data and workflow management) or “analysis”
software developed by individuals or small groups.

For the most part, the HEP community has not formally adopted any explicit development542

methodology or model, however the de-facto method adopted is very similar to agile software de-543

velopment [44]. On slightly longer time scales, the software development efforts within the experi-544

ments must respond to various challenges including evolving physics goals and discoveries, general545

infrastructure and technology evolution, as well as the evolution of the experiments themselves546
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(detector upgrades, accelerator energy, and luminosity increases, etc.). HEP experiments have also547

maintained these software infrastructures over time scales ranging from years to decades and in548

projects involving hundreds to thousands of developers. Figure 4 shows the example of the ap-549

plication software release (CMSSW) of CMS experiment at the LHC. Over a ten year period, up550

to 300 people were involved in making changes to the software each month. The software process551

shown in the figure results in the integration, testing and deployment of tens of releases per year552

on the global computing infrastructure. The figure also shows an example of the evolution in the553

technical infrastructure, in which the code version control system was changed from CVS (hosted554

at CERN) to git (hosted on GitHub [45]). Similar software processes are also in routine use to555

develop, integrate, test and deploy the computing infrastructure elements in the software ecosystem556

which support distributed data management and high throughput computing.557

In this section, we described ways in which HEP community develops its software and manages558

its computing environment to produce physics results. In the next section (Section 6), we present559

the role of the Institute to facilitate a successful HL-LHC physics program through targeted software560

development and leadership, more generally, within the HEP software ecosystem.561
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6 The Institute Role562

6.1 Institute Role within the HEP Community563

The mission of a Scientific Software Innovation Institute (S2I2) for HL-LHC physics should be to564

serve as both an active software research and development center and as an intellectual hub for the565

larger R&D effort required to ensure the success of the HL-LHC scientific program. The timeline566

for the LHC and HL-LHC is shown in Figure 5. A Software Institute operating roughly in the 5567

year period from 2019 to 2023 (inclusive) will coincide with two important steps in the ramp up568

to the HL-LHC: the delivery of the Computing Technical Design Reports (CTDRs) of ATLAS and569

CMS in ∼2020 and LHC Run 3 in 2021-2023. The CTDRs will describe the experiments’ technical570

blueprints for building software and computing to maximize the HL-LHC physics reach, given the571

financial constraints defined by the funding agencies. For ATLAS and CMS, the increased size of572

the Run 3 data sets relative to Run 2 will not be a major challenge, and changes to the detectors573

will be modest compared to the upgrades anticipated for Run 4. As a result, ATLAS and CMS will574

have an opportunity to deploy prototype elements of the HL-LHC computing model during Run575

3 as real road tests, even if not at full scale. In contrast, LHCb is making its major transition in576

terms of how much data will be processed at the onset of Run 3. Some Institute deliverables will577

be deployed at full scale to directly maximize LHCb physics and provide valuable experience the578

larger experiments can use to prepare for the HL-LHC.579

Figure 5: Timeline for the LHC and HL-LHC, indicating both data-taking periods and “shutdown”
periods which are used for upgrades of the accelerator and detectors. Data-taking periods are
indicated by green lines showing the relative luminosity and red lines showing the center of mass
energy. Shutdowns with no data-taking are indicated by blue boxes (LS = Long Shutdown, EYETS
= Extended Year End Technical Stop). The approximate periods of execution for an S2I2 for HEP
and the writing and delivery of the CTDRs are shown in green.

The Institute will exist within a larger context of international and national projects that are580

required for software and computing to successfully enable science at the LHC, both today, and581

in the future. Most importantly at the national level, this includes the U.S. LHC “Operations582

Programs” jointly funded by DOE and NSF, as well as the Open Science Grid project. In the583

present section we focus on the role of the Institute while its relationships to these national and584

international partners are elaborated on in Section 9.585
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The Institute’s mission will be realized by building a more cooperative, community process for586

developing, prototyping, and deploying software. The Institute itself should be greater than the587

sum of its parts, and the larger community efforts it engenders should produce more and better588

software than would be possible otherwise. Consistent with this mission, the role of the Institute589

within the HEP community will be to590

1. drive the software R&D process in specific focus areas using its own resources directly, and591

also leveraging them through collaborative efforts (see Section 7).592

2. work closely with the LHC experiments, their U.S. Operations Programs, the relevant national593

laboratories, and the greater HEP community to identify the highest priority software and594

computing issues and then create collaborative mechanisms to address them.595

3. serve as an intellectual hub for the larger community effort in HEP software and comput-596

ing. For example, it will bring together a critical mass of experts from HEP, other domain597

sciences, academic computer science, and the private sector to advise the HEP community598

on sustainable software development. Similarly, the Institute will serve as a center for dis-599

seminating knowledge related to the current software and computing landscape, emerging600

technologies, and tools. It will provide critical evaluation of new proposed software elements601

for algorithm essence (e.g. to avoid redundant efforts), feasibility and sustainability, and pro-602

vide recommendations to collaborations (both experiment and theory) on training, workforce,603

and software development.604

4. demonstrate the benefits of cooperative, community efforts through its (a) contributions to605

the development of the CTDRs for ATLAS and CMS and (b) research, development and606

deployment software that is used for physics during Run 3.607

6.2 Institute Role in the Software Lifecycle608

Figure 6 shows the elements of the software life cycle, from development of core concepts and609

algorithms, through prototypes to deployment of software products and long term support. The610

community vision for the Institute is that it will focus its resources on developing innovative ideas611

and concepts through the prototype stage and along the path to become software products used by612

the wider community. It will partner with the experiments, the U.S. LHC Operations Programs and613

others to transition software from the prototype stage to the software product stage. As described614

in Section 5.2 the experiments already provide full integration, testing deployment and lifecycle615

processes. The Institute will not duplicate these, but instead collaborate with the experiments616

and Operations Programs on the efforts required for software integration activities and activities617

associated to initial deployments of new software products. This may also include the phasing out618

of older software elements, the transition of existing systems to new modes of working and the619

consolidation of existing redundant software elements.620

The Institute will have a finite lifetime of 5 years (perhaps extensible in a 2nd phase to 10621

years), but this is still much shorter than the planned lifetime of HL-LHC activities. The Institute622

will thus also provide technical support to the experiments and others to develop sustainability and623

support models for the software products developed. It may at times provide technical support624

for driving transitions in the HEP software ecosystem which enhance sustainability. In its role625

as an intellectual hub for HEP software innovation, it will provide advice and guidance broadly626

on software development within the HEP ecosystem. For example, a new idea or direction under627

consideration by an experiment could be critically evaluated by the Institute in terms of its essence,628

novelty, sustainability and impact which would then provide written recommendations for the629

proposed activity. This will be achieved through having a critical mass of experts in scientific630
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software development inside and outside of HEP and the computer science community who partner631

with the Institute.632

Figure 6: Roles of the Institute in the Software Life Cycle

6.3 Institute Elements633

The Institute will have a number of internal functional elements, as shown in Figure 7. (External634

interactions of the institute will be described in Section 9.)635

Institute Management: In order to accomplish its mission, the institute will have a well-defined636

internal management structure, as well as external governance and advisory structures. Further637

information on this aspect is provided in Section 8.638

Focus Areas: The Institute will have N focus areas, which will pursue the main R&D goals being639

pursued by the Institute. High priority candidates for these focus areas are described in Section 7.640

How many of these will be implemented in an Institute implementation will depend on available641

funding. Each focus area will have its own specific plan of work and metrics for evaluation.642

Institute Blueprint: The Institute Blueprint activity will maintain the software vision for the643

Institute and, 3-4 times per year, will bring together expertise to answer specific key questions within644

the scope of the Institute vision or within the wider scope of HEP software/computing activities.645

This will be a key element to inform the evolution of the Institute and the wider community in the646

medium and long term.647

Exploratory: From time to time the Institute may deploy modest resources for short term ex-648

ploratory R&D projects of relevance to inform the planning and overall mission of the Institute.649

Backbone for Sustainable Software: In addition to the specific technical advances which will650

be enabled by the Institute, a dedicated “backbone” activity will focus on how these activities651

are communicated to students and researchers, identifying best practices and possible incentives,652

developing and providing training and making data and tools available to the public. Further653

information on this activity is included in Section 7.7.654

Advisory Services: The Institute will play a role in the larger research software community (in655

HEP and beyond) by being available to provide technical and planning advice to other projects656
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Figure 7: Internal elements of the Institute.

and by participating in reviews. The Institute will execute this functionality both with individuals657

directly employed by the Institute and by involving others through its network of partnerships.658

Institute Services: As required, the Institute may provide other services in support of its software659

R&D activities. These may include: basic services such as access to build platforms and continuous660

integration systems; software stack build and packaging services; technology evaluation services;661

performance benchmarking services; access to computing resources and related services required662

for testing of prototypes at scale in the distributed computing environment. In most cases, the663

actual services will not be owned by the Institute, but instead by one its many partners. The role664

of the Institute in this case will be to guarantee and coordinate access to the services in support of665

its mission.666
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7 Strategic Areas for Initial Investment667

A university-based S2I2 focused on software needed to ensure the scientific success of the HL-LHC668

will be part of a larger research, development, and deployment community. It will directly fund and669

lead some of the R&D efforts; it will support related deployment efforts by the experiments; and670

it will serve as an intellectual hub for more diverse efforts. The process leading to the Community671

White Paper (CWP), discussed in Section 4, identified three impact criteria for judging the value672

of additional investments, regardless of who makes the investments:673

• Impact - Physics: Will efforts in this area enable new approaches to computing and software674

that maximize, and potentially radically extend, the physics reach of the detectors?675

• Impact - Resources: Will efforts in this area lead to improvements in software efficiency,676

scalability and performance and make use of the advances in CPU, storage and network tech-677

nologies, that allow the experiments to maximize their physics reach within their computing678

budgets?679

• Impact - Sustainability: Will efforts in this area significantly improve the long term sus-680

tainability of the software through the lifetime of the HL-LHC?681

These are key questions for HL-LHC software R&D projects funded by any mechanism, especially682

an S2I2. During the CWP process, Working Groups (WGs) formed to consider potential activities683

in a variety of areas:684

• Data Analysis and Interpretation685

• Machine Learning686

• Software Trigger and Event Reconstruction687

• Data Access, Organization and Management688

• Workflow and Resource Management689

• Data and Software Preservation690

• Careers, Staffing and Training691

• Visualization692

• Detector Simulation693

• Various Aspects of Technical Evolution (Software Tools, Hardware, Networking)694

• Data Acquisition Software695

• Conditions Database696

• Physics Generators697

• Computing Models, Facilities and Distributed Computing698

• Software Development, Deployment and Validation/Verification699

• Event Processing Frameworks700

In preparing the individual CWP “chapters”, each WG was asked to evaluate their proposed R&D701

activities in terms of these criteria. In assembling the shorter CWP that summarizes the material702

produced by each WG, the editors identified high, medium, and lower impact areas for investment.703

7.1 Rationale for choices and prioritization of a university-based S2I2704

The S2I2 will not have the resources to solve all the interesting software problems for the HL-705

LHC, and it cannot take responsibility for deploying and sustaining experiment-specific software.706

It should thus focus it efforts on a subset of high impact areas for R&D. And it needs to align707

its activities the expertise of the U.S. university program and with the rest of the community. In708
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addition to identifying areas in which it will lead efforts, the Institute should clearly identify areas709

in which it will not. These will include some where it will have no significant role at all, and others710

where it might participate with lower priority.711

The S2I2 process was largely community-driven. In preparing for the final workshop, held712

in conjunction with the ACAT workshop in August, 2017, additional S2I2-specific criteria were713

developed for identifying Focus Areas for the Institute and specific initial R&D topics within each:714

• Interest/Expertise: Does the U.S. university community have strong interest and expertise715

in the area?716

• Leadership: Are the proposed focus areas complementary to efforts funded by the US-LHC717

Operations programs, the DOE, or international partners?718

• Value: Is there potential to provide value to more than one LHC experiment and to the719

wider HEP community?720

• Research/Innovation: Are there opportunities for combining research and innovation as721

part of partnerships between the HEP and Computer Science/Software Engineering/Data722

Science communities?723

Opportunities for advanced training and education of students and post-docs were also considered.724

At the end of the workshop, there was a general consensus that high priority Focus Areas where725

an S2I2 can play a leading role include:726

• Scalable Analysis Systems727

– plus Resource and Preservable Workflow Management for Analysis728

– plus Visualization for Data Analytics729

• Machine Learning Applications730

– plus ML links to Simulation (fast sim, tuning, efficient use)731

– plus Visualization for ML Analytics732

• Data Organization, Management and Access (DOMA)733

– plus Interactions with Networking Resources734

• Reconstruction Algorithms and Software Triggering735

– plus Anomaly Detection736

Two more potential Focus Areas were identified as medium priority for an S2I2:737

• Production Workflow, Workload and Resource Management738

• Event Visualization739

– primarily collaborative and immersive event displays740

Production workflow as well as workload and resource management are absolutely critical software741

elements for the success of the HL-LHC. And they will require sustained investment to keep up742

with the increasing demands. kenbloomnoteLast two sentences are convoluted and perhaps should743

be merged into one coherent sentence? However, the existing operations programs plus other DOE-744

funded projects are leading the efforts here. One topic in this area where an S2I2 might lead or745

collaborate extensively is workflows for compute-intensive analysis. Within the S2I2, this can be746

addressed as part of Scalable Analysis Systems. Similarly, visualization for data analytics can be747

addressed there and visualization for ML analytics can be addressed as part of ML Applications.748

Although software R&D efforts in each of the following areas will be critical for the success of749

the HL-LHC, there was a general consensus that other entities are leading the efforts, and these750

areas should be low priority for S2I2 efforts and resources:751
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• Conditions Database752

• Event Processing Frameworks753

• Data Acquisition Software754

• General Detector Simulation755

• Physics Generators756

• Network Technology757

As is evident from our decision to include elements of production workflow and visualization into758

higher priority focus areas, the definitions of focus areas are intentionally fluid. In addition, some759

of the proposed activities intentionally cross nominal boundaries.760

7.2 Data Analysis Systems761

At the heart of experimental HEP is development of facilities (e.g. particle colliders, underground762

laboratories) and instrumentation (e.g. detectors) that provides sensitivity to new phenomena. The763

analysis and interpretation of data from sophisticated detectors enables HEP to understand the764

universe at its most fundamental level, including the constituents of matter and their interactions,765

and the nature of space and time itself. The breadth of questions that can be answered by a single766

collaboration range from those informed by a few flagship measurements to a very diverse and large767

set of questions for a multi-purpose detector. In all cases, data is analyzed by groups of researchers768

of varying sizes, from individual researchers to very large groups of scientists.769

7.2.1 Challenges and Opportunities770

Over the past 20 years the HEP community has developed and primarily utilized the analysis771

ecosystem of ROOT [46]. This software ecosystem currently both dominates HEP analysis and772

impacts the full event processing chain, providing the core libraries, I/O services, and analysis773

tools. This approach has certain advantages for the HEP community as compared with other774

science disciplines. It provides an integrated and validated toolkit. This lowers the barrier to775

achieve productive analysis, enables the community to talk a common analysis language, as well776

as making improvements and additions to the toolkit quickly available to the whole community777

allowing a large number of analyses to benefit. The open source analysis tools landscape used778

primarily in industry is however evolving very quickly and surpasses the HEP efforts both in total779

investment in analysis software development and the size of communities that use these new tools.780

The emergence and abundance of alternative and new analysis components and techniques781

coming from industry open source projects is a challenge for the HEP analysis software ecosystem.782

The community is very interested in using these new techniques and technologies and would like to783

use these together with established components of the ecosystem and also be able to interchange784

old components with new open source components. We propose in the first year to perform R&D785

on enabling new open source tools to be plugged in dynamically in the existing ecosystem and786

mechanisms to dynamically exchange parts of the ecosystem with new components. This could787

include investigating new ways of package management and distribution following open source788

approaches. For the 3-year time frame, we propose to research a comprehensive set of bridges789

and ferries between the HEP analysis ecosystem and the industry analysis tool landscape, where790

a bridge enables the ecosystem to use an open source analysis tool and a ferry allows to use data791

from the ecosystem in the tool and vice versa.792

The maintenance and sustainability of the current analysis ecosystem is a challenge. The ecosys-793

tem supports a number of use cases and integrates and maintains a wide variety of components.794

Components have to be prioritized to fit into the available effort envelope, which is provided by795

a few institutions and less distributed across the community. Legacy and less used parts of the796
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ecosystem are hard to retire and their continued support strain the available effort. In the first797

year, we propose R&D to evolve policies to minimize this effort by retiring less used components798

from the integration and validation efforts. We propose to enable individuals to continue to use799

retired components by taking over their maintenance and validation following the central efforts of800

the ecosystem, spending a little of their own effort. But not every component can just be retired801

if it is not used by most of the ecosystem users. Therefore for the 3-year time frame, we propose802

to evolve our policies how to replace components with new tools, maybe external, and solicit the803

community helps in bridging and integrating it. In general we need to streamline the adoption of804

new alternatives in the analysis community and the retirement of old components of the ecosystem.805

7.2.2 Current Approaches806

The baseline analysis model utilizes successive stages of data reduction, finally analyzing a compact807

dataset with quick real time iteration. Experiments and their analysts use a series of processing808

steps to reduce large input datasets down to sizes suitable for laptop-scale analysis. The line809

between managed production-like analysis processing and individual analysis, as well as the balance810

between harmonized vs. individualized analysis data formats differs by experiment, based on their811

needs and optimization level and the maturity of an experiment in its life cycle. The current812

baseline model stems from the goal to exploit the maximum possible scientific potential of the813

data while minimizing the ‘time to insight’ for a large number of different analyses performed in814

parallel. It is a complicated product of diverse criteria ranging from computing resources and815

related innovation to management styles of the experiment collaborations. An evolution of the816

baseline approach is the ability to produce physics-ready data right from the output of the high-817

level trigger of the experiment, whereas the baseline approach also depends on further processing818

of the data with updated or new software algorithms or detector conditions. This could be a key819

enabler of a simplified analysis model that allows simple stripping of data and very efficient data820

reduction.821

Methods for analyzing the data at the LHC experiments have been developed over the years822

and successfully applied to LHC data to produce physics results during Run 1 and Run 2. Analysis823

at the LHC experiments typically starts with users running code over centrally-managed data that824

is of O(100 kB/event) and contains all of information required to perform a typical analysis leading825

to publication. In this section, we describe some proposed models of analysis for the future building826

on the experience of the past.827

The most common approach to analyzing data is through a campaign of data reduction and828

refinement, ultimately producing flat ntuples and histograms used to make plots and tables from829

which physics inference can be made. The centrally-managed data are O(100 kB/event) and are830

typically too large (e.g. O(100 TBs) for 35 fb−1 of 2016 data) to be brought locally to the user. An831

often stated aim of the data reduction steps is to arrive at a dataset that ‘can fit on one’s laptop’,832

presumably to facilitate low-latency, high-rate access to a manageable amount of data during the833

final stages of analysis. At its core, creating and retaining intermediate datasets from data reduction834

campaign, bringing and keeping them ‘close’ (e.g. on laptop/desktop) to the analyzers, is designed835

to minimize latencies and risks related to resource contention.836

7.2.3 Research and Development Roadmap and Goals837

The goal for future analysis models is to reduce the ‘time to insight’ while exploiting the maximum838

possible scientific potential of the data within the constraints of computing and human resources.839

Analysis models aim towards giving scientists access to the data in the most interactive way possible,840

to enable quick turn-around in iteratively learning new insights from the data.841

Many analyses have common deadlines defined by conference schedules and the availability of842

physics-quality data samples. The increased analysis activity before these deadlines require the843
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analysis system to be sufficiently elastic to guarantee a rich physics harvest. Also heterogeneous844

computing hardware like GPUs and new memory architectures will emerge and can be exploited845

to reduce the ‘time to insight’ further.846

Diversification of the Analysis Ecosystem . Over the past 20 years the HEP community has847

developed and rallied around an analysis ecosystem centered on ROOT. ROOT and its ecosystem848

both dominate HEP analysis and impact the full event processing chain, providing foundation849

libraries, I/O services, etc. that have prevalence in the field. The analysis tools landscape is850

however evolving in ways that can have a durable impact on the analysis ecosystem and a strong851

influence on the analysis and core software landscape a decade from now. Data intensive analysis852

is growing in importance in other science domains as well as the wider world. Powerful tools853

from Data Science and new development initiatives, both within our field and in the wider open854

source community, have emerged. These tools include software and platforms for visualizing large855

volumes of complex data and machine learning applications, Automation of workflows and the856

use of automated pipelines are increasingly important and prevalent, often leveraging open source857

software such as continuous integration tools. Notebook interfaces have already demonstrated858

their value for tutorials and exercises in training sessions and facilitating reproducibility. Remote859

services like notebook-based analysis-as-a-service should be explored. We should leverage data860

formats which are standard within data science, which is critical for gaining access to non-HEP861

tools, technologies and expertise from Computer Scientists. We should investigate optimizing some862

of the more promising formats for late-stage HEP analysis workflows.863

Connecting to Modern Cyberinfrastructure . Facilitating easy access and efficient use of864

modern cyberinfrastructure for analysis workflows will be very important during the HL-LHC due865

to the anticipated proliferation of such platforms and an increased demand for analysis resources866

to achieve the physics goals. These include scalable platforms, campus clusters, clouds, and HPC867

systems, which employ modern and evolving architectures such as GPUs, TPUs, FPGAs, memory-868

intensive systems, and web services. Develop mechanisms to instantiate resources for analysis from869

shared infrastructure as demand arises and share them elastically to support easy, efficient use. An870

approach gaining a lot of interest for deployment of analysis job payload is containers on grid,871

cloud, HPC and local resources. The goal is to develop approaches to data analysis which make872

it easy to utilize heterogeneous resources for analysis workflows. The challenges include making873

heterogeneous look not so to the analyzers and adapting to changes on resources (both technically874

and financially) not controlled by a given experiment.875

Functional, Declarative Programming . Rather than telling systems how to do something, can876

we define what we want them to do, and just tell them to do it? This would allow systems to877

optimize data access patterns, and execution concurrency. Further optimization could be gained by878

switching to a functional or declarative programming model. This would allow scientists to express879

the intended data transformation as a query on data. Instead of having to define and control880

the ‘how’, the analyst would declare the ‘what’ of their analysis, essentially removing the need to881

define the event loop in an analysis and leave it to underlying services and systems to optimally882

iterate over events. Analogously to how programming in C++ abstracts implementation features883

compared to programming in assembler, it appears that these high-level approaches will allow to884

abstract from the underlying implementations, allowing the computing systems more freedom in885

optimizing the utilization of diverse forms of computing resources. We propose on the 3-year886

time frame to conclude the already ongoing R&D projects (for example TDataFrame in ROOT)887

and to follow up with additional R&D projects to develop a prototype functional or declarative888

programming language model.889

Improved Non-event data handling . An important area that has not received sufficient de-890

velopment is the access to non-event data for analysis (cross section values, scale factors, tagging891
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efficiencies). The community feels that like the existing capabilities for event data, namely easy892

storage of event data of all sorts of different content, a similar way of saving and accessing non-event893

information during the analysis step is needed. There exist many ways of doing this now, but no894

commonly accepted and supported way has yet emerged. This could be expanded to think about895

event vs. non-event data in general to support use cases from small data volumes (for example896

cross sections) to large data volumes (BDTs and NNs). We propose R&D in the area of non-event897

information handling on the 3-year time scale, which would facilitate analysis at much higher scales898

than today.899

High-throughput, Low-latency Analysis Systems. [Add some intro]900

• Spark-like analysis systems. A new model of data analysis, developed outside of HEP, main-901

tains the concept of sequential ntuple reduction but mixes interactivity with batch process-902

ing. Spark is one such system, but TensorFlow, Dask, Pachyderm, and Thrill are others.903

Distributed processing is either launched as a part of user interaction at a command prompt904

or wrapped up for batch submission. The key differences from the above are:905

1. parallelization is implicit through map/filter/reduce functionals906

2. data are abstracted as remote, distributed datasets, rather than files907

3. computation and storage are mixed for data locality: a specialized cluster must be908

prepared, but can yield higher throughput.909

A Spark-like analysis facility would be a shared resource for exploratory data analysis (e.g.,910

making quick plots on data subsets through the spark-shell) and batch submission with the911

same interface (e.g., substantial jobs through spark-submit). The primary advantage that912

software products like Spark introduce is in simplifying the user’s access to data, lowering the913

cognitive overhead to setting up and running parallel jobs. Certain types of jobs may also be914

faster than batch processing, especially flat ntuple processing (which benefits from SQL-like915

optimization) and iterative procedures such as fits and machine learning (which benefit from916

cluster-wide cache).917

Although Spark itself is the leading contender for this type of analysis, as it has a well918

developed ecosystem with many third-party tools developed by industry, it is the style of919

analysis workflow that we are distinguishing here rather than the specific technology present920

today. Spark itself is hard to interface with C++, but this might be alleviated by projects921

such as ROOT’s TDataFrame, which presents a Spark-like interface in ROOT, and may allow922

for more streamlined interoperability.923

• Query-based analysis systems. In one vision for a query-based analysis approach, a series of924

analysis cycles, each of which provides minimal input (queries of data and code to execute),925

generates the essential output (histograms, ntuples, etc.) that can be retrieved by the user.926

The analysis workflow should be accomplished without focus on persistence of data tradi-927

tionally associated with data reduction, however transient data may could be generated in928

order to efficiently accomplish this workflow and optionally could be retained to a facilitate929

an analysis ‘checkpoint’ for subsequent execution. In this approach, the focus is on obtaining930

the analysis end-products in a way that does not necessitate a data reduction campaign and931

associated provisioning of resources.932

Advantages of a query-based analysis include:933

1. Minimalist Analysis. A critical consideration of the Sequential Ntuple Reduction method934

might reasonably question why analyzers would bother to generate and store intermedi-935

ate data to get to same the outcomes of interest (histograms, etc). A more economical936

approach is to provide only the minimal information – code providing instructions for937

selecting the dataset, events of interest, and items to plot.938
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2. Democratization of Analysis. In the Sequential Ntuple Reduction method, as one gets939

further down the data reduction chain, the user (or small group of users) needs to figure940

out how to provision and manage the storage required to accommodate this intermediate941

data which in many cases is accessed with small (< 10−4) or zero duty cycle. For small942

groups, the resources required (both in personnel and hardware) to execute such a data943

reduction campaign might be prohibitive in the HL-LHC era, effectively ‘pricing them944

out’ of contributing strongly to analyses – possibly a lost opportunity for innovation and945

discovery. Removing the requirements on storing intermediate data in the analysis chain946

would help to ‘democratize’ data analysis and streamline the overall analysis workflow.947

3. Ease of Provenance. The query-based analysis provides an opportunity for autonomous948

storage of provenance information, as all processing in an analysis step from ‘primary’949

analysis-level data to the histograms is contained to a given facility. This information950

can be queried as well, for example.951

Key elements of the required infrastructure for a future query-based analysis system are952

expected to include:953

1. Sharing resources with traditional systems. Unlike a traditional batch system, access954

to this query system is intermittent, so it would be hard to justify allocating exclusive955

resources to it. Even with a large number of users to smooth out the minute-by-minute956

load, a query system would have a strong day-night effect, weekday-weekend effect, and957

pre-conference effect. Therefore, the query system must share resources with a tradi-958

tional batch system (performing event reconstruction, making new AODs , for instance).959

Then the query system could elastically scale in response to load, preempting the batch960

system.961

2. Columnar Partitioning of Analysis Data. Organizing data to enable fast-access of hi-962

erarchical event information (‘columnar’ data) is both a challenge and an opportunity.963

Presenting column partitions to an analysis system as the fundamental unit of data964

management as opposed to files containing collections of events would bring several ad-965

vantages for HEP end-user analysis (not reconstruction). These column partitions would966

become first-class citizens in the same sense that files are today: either as single-column967

files or more likely as binary blobs in an object store. We note that columns are already968

a first-class citizen in the ROOT file system, however, appropriate data management969

and analysis software that leverages this capability is missing. Given a data store full970

of columns, datasets become loose associations among these columns, with metadata971

identifying a set of columns as mutually consistent and meaningful for analysis.972

3. Fast Columnar Data Caching. Columnar cache is a key feature of the query system,973

retaining input data between queries, which are usually repeated with small modifica-974

tions (intentionally as part of a systematics study or unplanned as part of normal data975

exploration). RAM cache would be a logical choice, given the speed of RAM memory,976

but the query system can’t hold onto a large block of RAM if it is to share resources977

with a batch system. Furthermore, it can’t even allocate large blocks of RAM temporar-978

ily, since this would trigger virtual memory swapping to a disk that is slower than the979

network it is getting the source data from. The query system must therefore stay within980

a tight RAM budget at all times. The query system’s cache would therefore need to be981

implemented in SSD (or some future fast storage, such as X-Point). We can assume the982

query system would have exclusive access to an attached SSD disk, since caching is not983

required for the batch process.984

4. Provenance. The query system should also attach enough provenance to each dataset985

that it could be recreated from the original source data, which is considered immutable.986
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User datasets, while they can’t be modified in-place, can be deleted, so a dataset’s paper987

trail must extend all the way back to source data. This paper trail would take the form988

of the original dataset name followed by queries for each step of derivation: code and989

closure data.990

7.2.4 Impact and Relevance for S2I2991

Physics Impact: The very fast turnaround of analysis results that could be possible with new992

approaches to data access and organization would lead to rapid turnaround for new science.993

Resources Impact: Optimized data access will lead to more efficient use of resources, thus holding994

down the overall costs of computing.995

Sustainability Impact: This effort would improve the reproducibility and provenance tracking996

for workflows (especially analysis workflows), making physics analyses more sustainable through997

the lifetime of the HL-LHC.998

Interest/Expertise: University groups have already pioneered significant changes to the data999

access model for the LHC through the development of federated storage systems, and are prepared1000

to take this further. Other groups are currently exploring the features of modern storage systems1001

and their possible implementation in experiments.1002

Leadership:1003

Value: All LHC experiments will benefit from new methods of data access and organization,1004

although the implementations may vary due to the different data formats and computing models1005

of each experiment.1006

Research/Innovation: This effort would rely on partnerships with data storage and access ex-1007

perts in the CS community, some of whom are already providing consultation in this area.1008

7.3 Reconstruction and Trigger Algorithms1009

The reconstruction of raw detector data and simulated data and its processing in real time represent1010

a major component of today’s computing requirements in HEP. A recent projection [47] of the1011

ATLAS 2016 computing model results in >85% of the HL-LHC CPU resources being spent on the1012

reconstruction of data or simulated events. We have evaluated the most important components1013

of next generation algorithms, data structures, and code development and management paradigms1014

needed to cope with highly complex environments expected in HEP detector operations in the next1015

decade. New approaches to data processing were also considered, including the use of novel, or at1016

least, novel to HEP, algorithms, and the movement of data analysis into real-time environments.1017

Several types of software algorithms are essential to the interpretation of raw detector data into1018

analysis-level objects. Specifically, these algorithms can be categorized as:1019

1. Online: Algorithms, or sequences of algorithms, executed on events read out from the detector1020

in near-real-time as part of the software trigger, typically on a computing facility located close1021

to the detector itself.1022

2. Offline: As distinguished from online, any algorithm or sequence of algorithms executed on the1023

subset of events preselected by the trigger system, or generated by a Monte Carlo simulation1024

application, typically in a distributed computing system.1025

3. Reconstruction : The transformation of raw detector information into higher level objects1026

used in physics analysis. A defining characteristic of ‘reconstruction’ that separates it from1027
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‘analysis’ is that the quality criteria used in the reconstruction to, for example, minimize the1028

number of fake tracks, are independent of how those tracks will be used later on. Recon-1029

struction algorithms are also typically run as part of the processing carried out by centralized1030

computing facilities.1031

4. Trigger: the online classification of events which reduces either the number of events which are1032

kept for further ‘offline’ analysis, the size of such events, or both. In this working group we1033

were only concerned with software triggers, whose defining characteristic is that they process1034

data without a fixed latency. Software triggers are part of the real-time processing path1035

and must make decisions quickly enough to keep up with the incoming data, possibly using1036

substantial disk buffers.1037

5. Real-time analysis: Data processing that goes beyond object reconstruction, and is performed1038

online within the trigger system. The typical goal of real-time analysis is to combine the prod-1039

ucts of the reconstruction algorithms (tracks, clusters, jets...) into complex objects (hadrons,1040

gauge bosons, new physics candidates...) which can then be used directly in analysis without1041

an intermediate reconstruction step.1042

7.3.1 Challenges1043

Software trigger and event reconstruction techniques in HEP face a number of new challenges in1044

the next decade. These are broadly categorized into 1) those from new and upgraded accelerator1045

facilities, 2) from detector upgrades and new detector technologies, 3) increases in anticipated event1046

rates to be processed by algorithms (both online and offline), and 4) from evolutions in software1047

development practices.1048

Advances in facilities and future experiments bring a dramatic increase in physics reach, as1049

well as increased event complexity and rates. At the HL-LHC, the central challenge for object1050

reconstruction is thus to maintain excellent efficiency and resolution in the face of high pileup1051

values, especially at low object pT . Detector upgrades such as increases in channel density, high1052

precision timing and improved detector geometric layouts are essential to overcome these problems.1053

For software, particularly for triggering and event reconstruction algorithms, there is a critical need1054

not to dramatically increase the processing time per event.1055

A number of new detector concepts are proposed on the 5-10 year timescale in order to help1056

in overcoming the challenges identified above. In many cases, these new technologies bring novel1057

requirements to software trigger and event reconstruction algorithms or require new algorithms to1058

be developed. Ones of particular importance at the HL-LHC include high-granularity calorimetry,1059

precision timing detectors, and hardware triggers based on tracking information which may seed1060

later software trigger and reconstruction algorithms.1061

Trigger systems for next-generation experiments are evolving to be more capable, both in their1062

ability to select a wider range of events of interest for the physics program of their experiment, and1063

their ability to stream a larger rate of events for further processing. ATLAS and CMS both target1064

systems where the output of the hardware trigger system is increased by 10x over the current1065

capability, up to 1 MHz [48, 49]. In other cases, such as LHCb [50] and ALICE [51], the full1066

collision rate (between 30 to 40 MHz for typical LHC operations) will be streamed to real-time or1067

quasi-realtime software trigger systems. The increase in event complexity also brings a ‘problem’ of1068

overabundance of signal to the experiments, and specifically the software trigger algorithms. The1069

evolution towards a genuine real-time analysis of data has been driven by the need to analyze more1070

signal than can be written out for traditional processing, and technological developments which1071

make it possible to do this without reducing the analysis sensitivity or introducing biases.1072

The evolution of computing technologies presents both opportunities and challenges. It is an1073

opportunity to move beyond commodity x86 technologies, which HEP has used very effectively over1074
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the past 20 years, to performance-driven architectures and therefore software designs. However it1075

is also a significant challenges to derive sufficient event processing throughput per cost to reason-1076

ably enable our physics programs [52]. Specific items identified included 1) the increase of SIMD1077

capabilities (processors capable of running a single instruction set simultaneously over multiple1078

data), 2) the evolution towards multi- or many-core architectures, 3) the slow increase in memory1079

bandwidth relative to CPU capabilities, 4) the rise of heterogeneous hardware, and 5) the possible1080

evolution in facilities available to HEP production systems.1081

The move towards open source software development and continuous integration systems brings1082

opportunities to assist developers of software trigger and event reconstruction algorithms. Continu-1083

ous integration systems have already allowed automated code quality and performance checks, both1084

for algorithm developers and code integration teams. Scaling these up to allow for sufficiently high1085

statistics checks is among the still outstanding challenges. As the timescale for experimental data1086

taking and analysis increases, the issues of legacy code support increase. Code quality demands1087

increase as traditional offline analysis components migrate into trigger systems, or more generically1088

into algorithms that can only be run once.1089

7.3.2 Current Approaches1090

Substantial computing facilities are in use for both online and offline event processing across all1091

experiments surveyed. Online facilities are dedicated to the operation of the software trigger, while1092

offline facilities are shared for operational needs including event reconstruction, simulation (often1093

the dominant component) and analysis. CPU in use by experiments is typically at the scale of1094

tens or hundreds of thousands of x86 processing cores. Projections to future needs, such as for the1095

HL-LHC, show the need for a substantial increase in scale of facilities without significant changes1096

in approach or algorithms.1097

The CPU needed for event reconstruction tends to be dominated by charged particle reconstruc-1098

tion (tracking), especially as the need for efficiently reconstructing low pT particles is considered.1099

Calorimetric reconstruction, particle flow reconstruction and particle identification algorithms also1100

make up significant parts of the CPU budget in some experiments.1101

Disk storage is typically 10s to 100s of PB per experiment. It is dominantly used to make the1102

output of the event reconstruction, both for real data and simulation, available for analysis.1103

Current generation experiments have moved towards smaller, but still flexible, data tiers for1104

analysis. These tiers are typically based on the ROOT [46] file format and constructed to facilitate1105

both skimming of interesting events and the selection of interesting pieces of events by individual1106

analysis groups or through centralized analysis processing systems. Initial implementations of real-1107

time analysis systems are in use within several experiments. These approaches remove the detector1108

data that typically makes up the raw data tier kept for offline reconstruction, and to keep only final1109

analysis objects [53–55].1110

Detector calibration and alignment requirements were surveyed. Generally a high level of au-1111

tomation is in place across experiments, both for very frequently updated measurements and more1112

rarely updated measurements. Often automated procedures are integrated as part of the data1113

taking and data reconstruction processing chain. Some longer term measurements, requiring sig-1114

nificant data samples to be analyzed together remain as critical pieces of calibration and alignment1115

work. These techniques are often most critical for a subset of precision measurements rather than1116

for the entire physics program of an experiment.1117

7.3.3 Research and Development Roadmap and Goals1118

The CWP identified seven broad areas which will be critical for software trigger and event recon-1119

struction work over the next decade. These are:1120
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Roadmap area 1: Enhanced vectorization programming techniques - HEP developed1121

toolkits and algorithms typically make poor use of vector units on commodity computing systems.1122

Improving this will bring speedups to applications running on both current computing systems and1123

most future architectures. The goal for work in this area is to evolve current toolkit and algorithm1124

implementations, and best programming techniques to better use SIMD capabilities of current and1125

future computing architectures.1126

Roadmap area 2: Algorithms and data structures to efficiently exploit many-core1127

architectures - Computing platforms are generally evolving towards having more cores in order1128

to increase processing capability. This evolution has resulted in multi-threaded frameworks in use,1129

or in development, across HEP. Algorithm developers can improve throughput by being thread safe1130

and enabling the use of fine-grained parallelism. The goal is to evolve current event models, toolkits1131

and algorithm implementations, and best programming techniques to improve the throughput of1132

multi-threaded software trigger and event reconstruction applications.1133

Roadmap area 3: Algorithms and data structures for non-x86 computing architec-1134

tures (e.g. GPUs, FPGAs) - Computing architectures using technologies beyond CPUs offer an1135

interesting alternative for increasing throughput of the most time consuming trigger or reconstruc-1136

tion algorithms. Such architectures (e.g. GPUs, FPGAs) could be easily integrated into dedicated1137

trigger or specialized reconstruction processing facilities (e.g. online computing farms). The goal is1138

to demonstrate how the throughput of toolkits or algorithms can be improved through the use of1139

new computing architectures in a production environment. The adoption of these technologies will1140

particularly affect the research and development needed in other roadmap areas.1141

Roadmap area 4: Enhanced QA/QC for reconstruction techniques - HEP experiments1142

have extensive continuous integration systems, including varying code regression checks that have1143

enhanced the quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) procedures for software development1144

in recent years. These are typically maintained by individual experiments and have not yet reached1145

the scale where statistical regression, technical, and physics performance checks can be performed1146

for each proposed software change. The goal is to enable the development, automation, and de-1147

ployment of extended QA and QC tools and facilities for software trigger and event reconstruction1148

algorithms.1149

Roadmap area 5: Real-time analysis - Real-time analysis techniques are being adopted to1150

enable a wider range of physics signals to be saved by the trigger for final analysis. As rates in-1151

crease, these techniques can become more important and widespread by enabling only the parts1152

of an event associated with the signal candidates to be saved, reducing the required disk space.1153

The goal is to evaluate and demonstrate the tools needed to facilitate real-time analysis techniques.1154

Research topics include compression and custom data formats; toolkits for real-time detector cali-1155

bration and validation which will enable full offline analysis chains to be ported into real-time; and1156

frameworks which will enable non-expert offline analysts to design and deploy real-time analyses1157

without compromising data taking quality.1158

Roadmap area 6: Precision physics-object reconstruction, identification and measure-1159

ment techniques - The central challenge for object reconstruction at HL-LHC is thus to maintain1160

excellent efficiency and resolution in the face of high pileup values, especially at low object pT .1161

Both trigger and reconstruction approaches need to exploit new techniques and higher granularity1162

detectors to maintain or even improve physics measurements in the future. It is also becoming1163

increasingly clear that reconstruction in very high pileup environments, such as the HL-LHC or1164

FCC hh, will not be possible without adding some timing information to our detectors, in order to1165

exploit the finite time during which the beams cross and the interactions are produced. The goal is1166

to develop and demonstrate efficient techniques for physics object reconstruction and identification1167

in complex environments.1168

Roadmap area 7: Fast software trigger and reconstruction algorithms for high-density1169

environments - Future experimental facilities will bring a large increase in event complexity. The1170
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scaling of current-generation algorithms with this complexity must be improved to avoid a large1171

increase in resource needs. In addition, it may be desirable or indeed necessary to deploy new1172

algorithms, including advanced machine learning techniques developed in other fields, in order to1173

solve these problems. The goal is to evolve or rewrite existing toolkits and algorithms focused1174

on their physics and technical performance at high event complexity (e.g. high pileup at HL-1175

LHC). Most important targets are those which limit expected throughput performance at future1176

facilities (e.g. charged-particle tracking). A number of such efforts are already in progress across1177

the community.1178

7.3.4 Impact and Relevance for S2I21179

Reconstruction algorithms are projected to be the biggest CPU consumer at HL-LHC. Code mod-1180

ernization or new approaches are needed given large increases in pileup (4x) and trigger output rate1181

(5-10x) and drive the estimates of resource needs the HL-LHC beyond what would be achievable1182

with a flat budget. Trigger/Reco algorithm enhancements (and new approaches) enable extended1183

physics reach even in more challenging detection environments (e.g., pileup). Moreover, Trig-1184

ger/Reco algorithm development is needed to take full advantage of enhanced detector capabilities1185

(e.g., timing detectors, high-granularity calorimeters). ‘Real time analysis’ ideas hope to effectively1186

increase achievable trigger rates (for fixed budget) through making reduced size, analysis-ready1187

output from online trigger(-less) system.1188

Physics Impact: Pileup mitigation will be the fundamental technical issue of HL-LHC physics,1189

and improvements to the reconstruction algorithms designed for modern architectures will be im-1190

portant for realizing the physics potential of the detectors.1191

Resources Impact: There are significant computing resources at HPC centers that could be made1192

available to HL-LHC experiments at little cost, but many optimizations of existing code will be1193

required to fully take advantage of them.1194

Sustainability Impact: University groups are already making progress in the use of chipsets such1195

as GPUs for specific HEP applications, such as track pattern recognition and fitting. New detector1196

elements that are expected for HL-LHC upgrade could especially benefit from pattern recognition1197

on new architectures, and groups that are building these detectors will likely get involved.1198

Interest/Expertise: University groups are already making progress in the use of chipsets such as1199

GPUs for specific HEP applications, such as track pattern recognition and fitting. New detector1200

elements that are expected for HL-LHC upgrade could especially benefit from pattern recognition1201

on new architectures, and groups that are building these detectors will likely get involved.1202

Leadership: It is likely that there will be some overlap with work done at DOE HPC centers, but1203

NSF HPC centers might require independent efforts. (???)1204

Value: All LHC experiments will benefit from these techniques, although many implementations1205

will likely be experiment-specific given differing detector configurations.1206

Research/Innovation: Much assistance will be required from the computing and software engi-1207

neering communities to help prepare algorithms for new architectures.1208

7.4 Applications of Machine Learning1209

Machine Learning (ML) is a rapidly evolving approach to characterizing and describing data with1210

the potential to radically change how data is reduced and analyzed. Some applications will qualita-1211

tively improve the physics reach of data sets. Others will allow much more efficient use of processing1212

and storage resources, effectively extending the physics reach of the HL-LHC experiments. Many1213
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of the activities in this focus area will explicitly overlap with those in the other focus areas. Some1214

will be more generic. As a first approximation, the HEP community will build domain-specific1215

applications on top of existing toolkits and ML algorithms developed by computer scientists, data1216

scientists, and scientific software developers from outside the HEP world. HEP developers will also1217

work with these communities to understand where some of our problems do not map onto existing1218

paradigms well, and how these problems can be re-cast into abstract formulations of more general1219

interest.1220

7.4.1 Opportunities1221

The world of data science has developed a variety of very powerful ML approaches for classification1222

(using pre-defined categories), clustering (where categories are discovered), regression (to produce1223

continuous outputs), density estimation, dimensionality reduction, etc. Some have been used pro-1224

ductively in HEP for more than 20 years; others have been introduced relatively recently. More are1225

on their way. A key feature of these algorithms is that most have open software implementations1226

that are reasonably well documented. HEP has been using ML algorithms to improve software1227

performance in many types of software for more than 20 years, and ML has already become ubiq-1228

uitous in some types of applications. For example, particle identification algorithms that require1229

combining information from multiple detectors to provide a single figure of merit use a variety of1230

BDTs and neural nets. With the advent of more powerful hardware and more performant ML1231

algorithms, we want to use these tools to develop application software that could:1232

• replace the most computationally expensive parts of pattern recognition algorithms and al-1233

gorithms that extract parameters characterizing reconstructed objects;1234

• compress data significantly with negligible loss of fidelity in terms of physics utility;1235

• extend the physics reach of experiments by qualitatively changing the types of analyses that1236

can be done.1237

The abundance of ML algorithms and implementations presents both opportunities and challenges1238

for HEP. Which are most appropriate for our use? What are the tradeoffs of one compared to1239

another? What are the tradeoffs of using ML algorithms compared to using more traditional1240

software? These issues are not necessarily factorizable, and a key goal of an Institute will be1241

making sure that the lessons learned by one any research team are usefully disseminated to the1242

greater HEP world. In general, the Institute will serve as a repository of expertise. Beyond the1243

R&D projects it sponsors directly, the Institute will help teams develop and deploy experiment-1244

specific ML-based algorithms in their software stacks. It will provide training to those developing1245

new ML-based algorithms as well as those planning to use established ML tools.1246

7.4.2 Current Approaches1247

The use of ML in HEP analyses has become commonplace over the past two decades. Many1248

analyses use the HEP-specific software package TMVA [24] included in the CERN ROOT [18]1249

project. Recently, many HEP analysts have begun migrating to ML packages developed outside1250

of HEP, such as SciKit-Learn [56] and Keras [57]. Data scientists at Yandex created a Python1251

package that provides a consistent API to most ML packages used in HEP [58], and another that1252

provides some HEP-specific ML algorithms [59]. Packages like Spearmint [60] perform Bayesian1253

optimization and can can improve HEP Monte Carlo [61,62].1254

The keys to successfully using ML for any problem are:1255

• creating/identifying the optimal training, validation, and testing data samples;1256

• designing and selecting feature sets; and1257
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• defining appropriate problem-specific loss functions.1258

While each experiment is likely to have different specific use cases, we expect that many of these1259

will be sufficiently similar to each other that much of the research and development can be done1260

commonly. We also expect that experience with one type of problem will provide insights into how1261

to approach other types of problems.1262

7.4.3 Research and Development Roadmap and Goals1263

The following specific examples illustrate possible first-year activities.1264

• Charged track and vertex reconstruction is one of the most CPU intensive elements of the1265

software stack. The algorithms are typically iterative, alternating between selecting hits asso-1266

ciated with tracks and characterizing the trajectory of a track (a collection of hits). Similarly,1267

vertices are built from collections of tracks, and then characterized quantitatively. ML al-1268

gorithms have been used extensively outside HEP to recognize, classify, and quantitatively1269

describe objects. We will investigate how to replace components of the pattern recognition al-1270

gorithms and the ‘fitting’ algorithms that extract parameters characterizing the reconstructed1271

objects. As existing algorithms already produce high-quality physics, the primary goal of this1272

activity will be developing replacement algorithms that execute much more quickly while1273

maintaining sufficient fidelity.1274

• ML algorithms can often discover patterns and correlations more powerfully than human1275

analysts alone. This allows qualitatively better analysis of recorded data sets. For example,1276

ML algorithms can be used to characterize the substructure of “jets” observed in terms1277

of underlying physics processes. ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb already use ML algorithms to1278

separate jets into those associated with b-quark, c-quarks, or lighter quarks. ATLAS and1279

CMS have begun to investigate whether sub-jets can be reliably associated with quarks or1280

gluons. If this can be done with both good efficiency and accurate understanding of efficiency,1281

the physics reach of the experiments will be radically extended .1282

• The ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb detectors all produce much more data than can be moved to1283

permanent storage. The process of reducing the size of the data sets is referred to as the1284

trigger. Electronics sparsify the data stream using zero suppression and they do some basic1285

data compression. While this will reduce the data rate by a factor of 100 (or more, depending1286

on the experiment) to about 1 terabyte per second, another factor of order 1500 is required1287

before the data can be written to tape (or other long-term storage). ML algorithms have1288

already been used very successfully to rapidly characterize which events should be selected1289

for additional consideration and eventually persisted to long-term storage. The challenge will1290

increase both quantitatively and qualitatively as the number of proton-proton collisions per1291

bunch crossing increases.1292

• All HEP experiments rely on simulated data sets to accurately compare observed detector1293

response data with expectations based on the hypotheses of the Standard Model or models of1294

new physics. While the processes of subatomic particle interactions with matter are known1295

with very good precision, computing detector response analytically is intractable. Instead,1296

Monte Carlo simulation tools, such as GEANT [ref], have been developed to simulate the1297

propagation of particles in detectors. They accurately model trajectories of charged particles1298

in magnetic fields, interactions and decays of particles as they traverse the fiducial volume,1299

etc. Unfortunately, simulating the detector response of a single LHC proton-proton collision1300

takes on the order of several minutes. Fast simulation replaces the slowest components of1301

the simulation chain with computationally efficient approximations. Often, this is done using1302

simplified parameterizations or look-up tables which don’t reproduce detector response with1303

the required level of precision. A variety of ML tools, such as Generative Adversarial Networks1304
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and Variational Auto-encoders, promise better fidelity and comparable executions speeds1305

(after training). For some of the experiments (ATLAS and LHCb), the CPU time necessary1306

to generate simulated data will surpass the CPU time necessary to reconstruct the real data.1307

The primary goal of this activity will be developing fast simulation algorithms that execute1308

much more quickly than full simulation while maintaining sufficient fidelity.1309

7.4.4 Impact and Relevance for S2I21310

Physics Impact: Software built on top of machine learning will provide the greatest gains in1311

physics reach by providing new types of reconstructed object classification and by allowing triggers1312

to more quickly and efficiently select events to be persisted.1313

Resources Impact: Replacing the most computationally expensive parts of reconstruction will1314

allow the experiments to use computing resources more efficiently. Optimizing data compression1315

will allow the experiments to use data storage and networking resources more efficiently.1316

Sustainability Impact: Building our domain-specific software on top of ML tools from the larger1317

scientific software community should reduce the need to maintain equivalent tools we built (or1318

build) ourselves, but it will require that we help maintain the toolkits we use.1319

Interest/Expertise: U.S. university personnel are already leading significant efforts in using ML,1320

from reconstruction and trigger software to tagging jet flavors to identifying jet substructures.1321

Leadership: There is a natural area for Institute leadership: in addition to the existing interest1322

and expertise in the university HEP community, this is an area where engaging academics from1323

other disciplines will be a critical element in making the greatest possible progress.1324

Value: All LHC experiments will benefit from using ML to write more performant software.1325

Although specific software implementations of algorithms will differ, much of the R&D program1326

can be common. Sharing insights and software elements will also be valuable.1327

Research/Innovation: ML is evolving very rapidly, so there are many opportunities for basic1328

and applied research as well as innovation. As most of the work developing ML algorithms and1329

implementing them in software (as distinct from the applications software built using them) is1330

done by experts in the computer science and data science communities, HEP needs to learn how to1331

effectively use toolkits provided by the open scientific software community. At the same time, some1332

of the HL-LHC problems may be of special interest to these other communities, either because the1333

sizes of our data sets are large (multi-exabyte) or because they have unique features.1334
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7.5 Data Organization, Management and Access (DOMA)1335

Experimental HEP has long been a data intensive science and it will continue to be through the1336

HL-LHC era. The success of HEP experiments is built on their ability to reduce the tremen-1337

dous amounts of data produced by HEP detectors to physics measurements. The reach of these1338

data-intensive experiments is limited by how quickly data can be accessed and digested by the com-1339

putational resources; both changes in technology and large increases in data volume require new1340

computational models [10]. HL-LHC and the HEP experiments of the 2020s will be no exception.1341

Extending the current data handling methods and methodologies is expected to be intractable1342

in the HL-LHC era. The development and adoption of new data analysis paradigms gives the field,1343

as a whole, a window in which to adapt our data access and data management schemes to ones1344

which are more suited and optimally matched to a wide range of advanced computing models and1345

analysis applications. This type of shift has the potential for enabling new analysis methods and1346

allowing for an increase in scientific output.1347

7.5.1 Challenges and Opportunities1348

The LHC experiments currently provision and manage about an exabyte of storage, approximately1349

half of which is archival, and half is traditional disk storage. The storage requirements per year1350

are expected to jump by a factor of 10 for the HL-LHC. This itself is faster than projected Moore’s1351

Law gains and will present major challenges. Storage will remain one of the visible cost drivers for1352

HEP computing, however the projected growth and cost of the computational resources needed to1353

analyze the data is also expected to grow even faster than the base storage costs. The combination1354

of storage and analysis computing costs may restrict scientific output and potential physics reach1355

of the experiments, thus new techniques and algorithms are likely to be required.1356

These three main challenges for data in the HL-LHC era can thus be summarized:1357

1. Big Data: the HL-LHC will bring significant increases to both the date rate and the data1358

volume. The computing systems will need to handle this without significant cost increases1359

and within evolving storage technology limitations.1360

2. Dynamic Distributed Computing: In addition, the significantly increased computational1361

requirements for the HL-LHC era will also place new requirements on data. Specifically the1362

use of new types of compute resources (cloud, HPC) with different dynamic availability and1363

characteristics are used will require more dynamic DOMA systems.1364

3. New Applications: New applications such as machine learning training or high rate data1365

query systems for analysis will likely be employed to meet the computational constraints and1366

to extend the physics reach of the HL-LHC. These new applications will place new require-1367

ments on how and where data is accessed and produced. For example, specific applications1368

(e.g. training for machine learning) may require use of specialized processor resources such1369

as GPUs, placing further requirements on data .1370

The projected event complexity of data from future LHC runs and from high resolution liquid1371

argon detectors will require advanced reconstruction algorithms and analysis tools to understand.1372

The precursors of these tools, in the form of new machine learning paradigms and pattern recogni-1373

tion algorithms, already are proving to be drivers for the CPU needs of the HEP community . As1374

these techniques continue to grow and blossom, they will place new requirements on the computa-1375

tional resources that need to be leveraged by all of HEP. The storage systems that are developed,1376

and the data management techniques that are employed will need to directly support this wide1377

range of computational facilities, and will need to be matched to the changes in the computational1378

work, so as not to impede the improvements that they are bringing.1379
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As with CPU, the landscape of storage protocols accessible to us is trending towards heterogene-1380

ity. Thus, the ability to leverage new storage technologies as they become available into existing1381

data delivery models becomes a challenge that we must be prepared for. In part, this also means1382

HEP experiments should be prepared to leverage “tactical storage” . Storage that becomes most1383

cost-effective as it becomes available (e.g., from a cloud provider) and have a data management and1384

provisioning system that can exploit such resources on short notice. Much of this change can be1385

aided by active R&D into our own IO patterns, which are yet to be fully studied and understood1386

in HEP.1387

On the hardware side, R&D is needed in alternative approaches to data archiving to determine1388

the possible cost/performance tradeoffs. Currently, tape is extensively used to hold data that1389

cannot be economically made available online. While the data is still accessible, it comes with a1390

high latency penalty; limiting possible analysis. We suggest investigating either separate direct1391

access-based archives (e.g. disk or optical) or new models that overlay online direct access volumes1392

with archive space. This is especially relevant when access latency is proportional to storage density.1393

Either approach would need to also evaluate reliability risks and the effort needed to provide data1394

stability .1395

In the end, the results have to be weighed against the storage deployment models that, currently,1396

differ among the various experiments. This makes evaluation of the effectiveness of a particular1397

solution relatively complex. Unless experiments converge on a particular deployment model, we1398

don’t see how one can maximize the benefits of any particular storage ecosystem. The current1399

patchwork of funding models may make that impractical to achieve but we do want to emphasize1400

that unless convergence happens it is unlikely that the most cost-effective approach can be imple-1401

mented . While our focus is convergence within the LHC community we do not want to imply1402

that efforts to broaden that convergence to include non-LHC experiments should not be pursued.1403

Indeed, as the applicable community increases, costs are typically driven lower. and sustainability1404

of the devised solutions increases. This needs to be explored as it is not clear to what extent1405

LHC-focused solutions can be used in other communities that ostensibly have different cultures,1406

processing needs, and even funding models. We should caution that making any system cover an1407

ever wider range of requirements inevitably leads to more complex solutions that are difficult to1408

maintain and while they perform well on average they rarely perform well for any specific use.1409

Finally, any and all changes undertaken must not make the ease of access to data any worse1410

than it is under current computing models. We must also be prepared to accept the fact that the1411

best possible solution may require significant changes in the way data is handled and analyzed.1412

What is clear is that what is being done today will not scale to the needs of HL LHC .1413

7.5.2 Current Approaches1414

The original LHC computing models (circa 2005) were built up from the simpler models used before1415

distributed computing was a central part of HEP computing. This allowed for a reasonably clean1416

separation between three different aspects of interacting with data: organization, management and1417

access.1418

Data Organization: This is essentially how data is structured as it is written. Most data is written1419

in flat files, in ROOT [46] format, typically with a column-wise organization of the data. The1420

records corresponding to these columns are compressed. The internal details of this organization1421

are typically visible only to individual software applications.1422

Data Management: The key challenge here was the transition to the use of distributed computing1423

in the form of the grid. The experiments developed dedicated data transfer and placement systems,1424

along with catalogs, to move data between computing centers. To first order the computing models1425

were rather static: data was placed at sites and the relevant compute jobs were sent to the right1426
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locations. Applications might interact with catalogs or, at times, the workflow management systems1427

does this on behalf of the applications.1428

Data Access: Various protocols are used for direct reads (rfio, dcap, xrootd, etc.) with a given1429

computer center and/or explicit local stagein and caching for read by jobs. Application access may1430

use different protocols than those used by the data transfers between site.1431

Before the LHC turn-on and in the first years of the LHC, these three areas were to first order1432

optimized independently. Many of the challenges were in the area of “Data Management (DM)”1433

as the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid was commissioned. As the LHC computing matured1434

through Run 1 and Run 2, the interest has turned to optimizations spanning these three areas. For1435

example, the recent use of “Data Federations” [63, 64] mixes up the Data Management and Data1436

Access aspects. As we will see below, some of the foreseen opportunities towards HL-LHC may1437

require global optimizations.1438

Thus in this document we take a broader view than traditional “DM”, and consider the com-1439

bination of “Data Organization, Management and Access (DOMA)” together. We believe that by1440

treating this area as a this full picture of data needs in HEP will provide important opportunities1441

for efficiency and scalability as we enter the many-Exabyte era.1442

7.5.3 Research and Development Roadmap and Goals1443

Atomic Size of Data:1444

Data Organization Paradigms:1445

Data Distribution and Caching:1446

Support for Query-based analysis techniques:1447

Rethinking Data Persistence:1448

Example projects:1449

Event-level data storage and access1450

• Evaluate and prototype optimal interfaces for different access patterns (simulation, recon-1451

struction, analysis)1452

• Assess the impact of different access patterns on catalogs and data distribution1453

• Evaluate the optimal use of event stores for event-level storage and access1454

File-level data access1455

• Evaluate row-based vs. column-based access: impact of storage organization on the perfor-1456

mance of each kind of access, potential storage format providing good performance for both1457

• Evaluation of declarative interfaces and in-situ processing1458

• Evaluate just in time decompressions schemes and mappings onto hardware architectures1459

considering the flow of data from spinning disk to memory and application1460

• Investigate the long term replacement of gridftp as the primary data transfer protocol. Define1461

metrics (performance, etc.) for evaluation.1462

• Benchmark end-end data delivery for the main use cases (reco, MC, various analysis work-1463

loads, etc.), what are the impediments to efficient data delivery to the CPU to and from1464

(remote) storage? What are the necessary storage hierarchies, and how does that map into1465

technologies foreseen?1466

Data caching:1467
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• Benefit of caching for main use cases (reconstruction, analysis, simulation)1468

• Benefit of caching for Machine Learning-based applications, in particular for the learning1469

phase1470

• Potential benefit of a CDN-like approach1471

• Potential benefit of a NDN-like approach (medium/long-term)1472

Federated Data Centers (a prototype “Data-Lake”)1473

• Understanding the needed functionalities, including policies for managing data and replica-1474

tions, availability, quality of service, service levels, etc.;1475

• Understand how to interface a data-lake federation with heterogeneous storage systems in1476

different sites1477

• Investigate how to define and manage the interconnects, network performance and bandwidth,1478

monitoring, service quality etc. Integration of networking information and testing of advanced1479

networking infrastructure.1480

• Investigate policies for managing and serving derived data sets, lifetimes, re-creation (on-1481

demand?), caching of data, etc.1482

Workflow and workload management1483

• What does a common layer look like. Can a prototype be implemented based on well-1484

understood functionality?1485

• Specify and execute workflow rather than jobs?1486

• Data format optimization1487

• Completely different thinking1488

– Data access model1489

– Data persistence model (How do you store your data to optimize access for analysis and1490

processing)1491

– Data distribution model (How do you provide access to data in a computing model that1492

– Problem: Analysis facility needs optimized data formats and data distribution to provide1493

reproducibility and provenance for analysis workflows1494

– Problem: Distributed analysis teams with own resources, how do provide democratic1495

access to all data1496

– Problem: Fast turnaround processing with near-infinite elasticity: how to provide access1497

and store output1498

7.5.4 Impact and Relevance for S2I21499

Physics Impact: The very fast turnaround of analysis results that could be possible with new1500

approaches to data access and organization would lead to rapid turnaround for new science.1501

Resources Impact: Optimized data access will lead to more efficient use of resources. In addition,1502

by changing the analysis models, and by reducing the number of data replicas required, the overall1503

costs of storage can be reduced.1504

Sustainability Impact: This effort would improve the reproducibility and provenance tracking1505

for workflows (especially analysis workflows), making physics analyses more sustainable through1506

the lifetime of the HL-LHC.1507
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Interest/Expertise: University groups have already pioneered significant changes to the data1508

access model for the LHC through the development of federated storage systems, and are prepared1509

to take this further. Other groups are currently exploring the features of modern storage systems1510

and their possible implementation in experiments.1511

Leadership:1512

Value: All LHC experiments will benefit from new methods of data access and organization,1513

although the implementations may vary due to the different data formats and computing models1514

of each experiment.1515

Research/Innovation: This effort would rely on partnerships with data storage and access ex-1516

perts in the CS community, some of whom are already providing consultation in this area.1517

7.6 Fabric of distributed high-throughput computing services (OSG)1518

Since its inception, the Open Science Grid (OSG) has evolved into an internationally-recognized1519

element of the U.S. national cyberinfrastructure, enabling scientific discovery across a broad range of1520

disciplines. This has been accomplished by a unique partnership that cuts across science disciplines,1521

technical expertise, and institutions. Building on novel software and shared hardware capabilities,1522

the OSG has been expanding the reach of high-throughput computing (HTC) to a growing number1523

of communities. Most importantly, in terms of the HL-LHC, it provides essential services to US-1524

ATLAS and US-CMS.1525

The importance of the fabric of distributed high-throughput computing (DHTC) services was1526

identified by the National Academies of Science (NAS) 2016 report on NSF Advanced Computing1527

Infrastructure: Increased advanced computing capability has historically enabled new science, and1528

many fields today rely on high-throughput computing for discovery [65]. HEP in general, and the1529

HL-LHC science program in particular, already relies on DHTC for discovery; we expect this to1530

become even more true in the future. While we will continue to use existing facilities for HTC, and1531

similar future resources, we must be prepared to take advantage of new methods for accessing both1532

“traditional” and newer types of resources.1533

The OSG provides the infrastructure for accessing all different types of resources as transpar-1534

ently as possible. Traditional HTC resources include dedicated facilities at national laboratories and1535

universities. The LHC is also beginning to use allocations at a national HPC facilities, (e.g., NSF-1536

and DOE- funded leadership class computing centers) and elastic, on-demand access to commercial1537

clouds. It is sharing facilities with collaborating institutions in the wider national and international1538

community. Moving beyond traditional, single-threaded applications running on x86 architectures,1539

the HEP community is writing software to take advantage of emerging architectures. These in-1540

clude vectorized versions of x86 architectures (including Xeon, KNL and AMD) and various types1541

of GPU-based accelerator computing. The types of resources being requested are becoming more1542

varied in other ways. Deep learning is currently most efficient on specialized GPUs and similar1543

architectures. Containers are being used to run software reliably and reproducibly moving from1544

one computing environment to another. Providing the software and operations infrastructure to1545

access scalable, elastic, and heterogeneous resources is an essential challenge for LHC and HL-LHC1546

computing and the OSG is helping to address that challenge.1547

The software and computing leaders of the U.S. LHC Operations Program, together with input1548

from the OSG Executive Team, have defined a minimal set of services needed for the next several1549

years. These services and their expected continued FTE levels are listed in Table 2 below. They1550

are orthogonal to the S2I2 R&D program for HL-LHC era software, including prototyping. Their1551

focus is on operating the currently needed services. They include R&D and prototyping only to the1552

extent that this is essential to support the software lifecycle of the distributed DHTC infrastructure.1553
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The types of operations services supported by the OSG for US-LHC fall into six categories, plus1554

coordination.1555

Category ATLAS-only Shared ATLAS CMS only Total
and CMS

Infrastructure software 0.85 2.9 1.7 5.45
maintenance and integration
CVMFS service 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.7
operation
Accounting, registration, 0.35 0.3 0.2 0.85
monitoring
Job submission 1.5 0.0 1.0 2.5
infrastructure operations
Cybersecurity 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.3
infrastructure
Ticketing and 1.0 1.2 1.0 3.2
front-line support
Coordination 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5

Total 3.9 5.2 4.2 13.3

Table 2: OSG LHC Services (in FTEs). The categories are described in the text.

Infrastructure software maintenance and integration includes creating, maintaining, and1556

supporting an integrated software stack that is used to deploy production services at compute and1557

storage clusters that support the HL-LHC science program in the U.S. and South America. The1558

entire software lifecycle needs to be supported, from introducing a new product into the stack,1559

to including updated versions in future releases that are fully integrated with all other relevant1560

software to build production services, to retirement of software from the stack. The retirement1561

process typically includes a multi-year “orphanage” during which OSG has to assume responsibility1562

for a software package between the time the original developer abandons support for it, and the1563

time it can be retired from the integrated stack This is because the software has been replaced with1564

a different product or is otherwise no longer needed.1565

CVMFS service operations includes operating three types of software library infrastructures.1566

Those that are specific to the two experiments, and the one that both experiments share. As the1567

bulk of the application level software presently is not shared between the experiments, the effort1568

for the shared instance is smallest in Table 2. The shared service instance is also shared with most,1569

but not all other user communities on OSG.1570

Accounting, registration, and monitoring includes any and all production services that allow1571

U.S. institutions to contribute resources to WLCG.1572

Job Submission infrastructure is presently not shared between ATLAS and CMS because both1573

have chosen radically different solutions. CMS shares its job submission infrastructure with all1574

other communities on OSG, while ATLAS uses its own set of dedicated services. Both types of1575

services need to be operated.1576

US-ATLAS and US-CMS depend on a shared Cybersecurity infrastructure that includes soft-1577

ware and processes, as well as a shared coordination with WLCG (the Worldwide LHC Com-1578

puting Grid). Both of these are also shared with all other communities on OSG.1579

In addition to these production services, the OSG presently includes a Technology Evaluation1580

area that comprises 3 FTE. This area provides OSG with a mechanism for medium- to long-term1581

technology evaluation, planning and evolution of the OSG software stack. It includes a blueprint1582
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activity that OSG uses to engage with computer scientists on longer term architectural discussions1583

that sometimes lead to new projects that address functionality or performance gaps in the software1584

stack. Given the planned role of the S2I2 as an intellectual hub for software and computing (see1585

Section 6), it could be natural for this part of the current OSG activities to reside within a new1586

Institute. Given the operational nature of the remainder of current OSG activities, and their focus1587

on the present and the near future, it may be more appropriate for the remaining 13.3 FTE to be1588

housed in an independent but collaborating project.1589

The full scope of whatever project houses OSG-like operations services for LHC moving forward,1590

in terms of domain sciences, remains ill-defined. Based on experience to date, a single organization1591

with users spanning many, provides a valuable set of synergies and useful cross fertilization.1592

The DHTC paradigm serves science communities beyond the LHC experiments, communities even1593

more diverse than those of HEP. As clearly identified in the NAS NSF Advanced Computing1594

Infrastructure report [65], many fields today rely on high-throughput computing for discovery. We1595

encourage the NSF to develop a funding mechanism to deploy and maintain a common DHTC1596

infrastructure for HL-LHC as well as LIGO, DES, IceCube, and other current and future science1597

programs.1598

7.7 Backbone for Sustainable Software1599

In addition to enabling technical advances, the Institute must also focus on how these software1600

advances are communicated and taken up by students, researchers developing software (both within1601

the HEP experiments and outside), and members of the general public with scientific interests in1602

HEP and big data. The Institute will play a central role in elevating the recognition of software1603

as a critical research cyberinfrastructure within the HEP community and beyond. To do this, we1604

envision a “backbone” activity of the Institute that focuses on finding, improving, and disseminating1605

best practices; determining and applying incentives around software; developing, coordinating and1606

providing training; and making data and tools accessible by and useful to the public.1607

The experimental HEP community is unique in that the organization of its researchers into1608

very large experiments results in significant community structure on a global scale. It is possible1609

within this structure to explore the impact of changes to the software development processes with1610

concrete metrics, as much of the software development is an open part of the collaborative process.1611

This makes it a fertile ground both for study and for concretely exploring the nature and impact1612

of best practices. An Institute Backbone for Sustainable Software, with a mandate to pursue these1613

activities broadly within and beyond the HEP community, would be well placed to leverage this1614

community structure.1615

Best Practices: The Institute should document, disseminate, and work towards community adop-1616

tion of the best practices (from HEP and beyond) in the areas of software sustainability, includ-1617

ing topics in software engineering, data/software preservation and reproducibility. Of particular1618

importance is best practices surrounding the modernization of the software development process1619

for scientists. Individual experts can improve the technical peformance of software significantly1620

(sometimes by more than an order of magnitude) by understanding the algorithms and intended1621

optimizations and applying the appropriate optimizations. The Institute can improve the overall1622

process so that the quality of software written by the original scientist author is already optimized.1623

In some cases tool support, including packaging and distribution, may be be an integral part of1624

the best practices. Best practices should also include the use of testbeds for validation and scal-1625

ing. This is a natural area for collaboration between the Institute and the LHC Ops programs:1626

the Institute can provide the effort for R&D and capabilities while the Ops programs can provide1627

the actual hardware testbeds. The practices can be disseminated in general outreach to the HEP1628

software development community and integrated into training activities. The Backbone can also1629

engage in planning exercises and modest, collaborative efforts with the experiments to lower the1630
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barrier to adoption of these practices.1631

The Institute should also leverage the experience of the wider research community interested in1632

sustainable software issues, including the NSF SI2 community and other S2I2 institutes, the Soft-1633

ware Sustainability Institute in the UK [66], the HPC centers, industry and other organizations and1634

adopt this experience for the HEP community. It should also collaborate with empirical software1635

engineers and external experts to (a) study HEP processes and suggest changes and improvements1636

and (b) develop activities to deploy and study the implementation of these best practices in the1637

HEP community. These external collaborations may involve a combination of unfunded collab-1638

orations, official partnerships, (funded) Institute activities, and potentially even the pursuit of1639

dedicated proposals and projects. The Institute should provide the fertile ground in which all of1640

these possibilities can grow.1641

Incentives: The Institute should also play a role in developing incentives within the HEP commu-1642

nity for (a) sharing software and for having your software used (in discoveries, by others building1643

off it), (b) implementing best practices (as above) and (c) valuing research software development as1644

a career path. This may include defining metrics regarding HEP research software and publicizing1645

them within the HEP community. It could involve the use of blogs, webinars, talks at conferences,1646

or dedicated workshops to raise awareness. Most importantly, the Institute can advocate for use1647

of these metrics in hiring, promotion, and tenure decisions at Universities and laboratories. To1648

support this, the Institute should create sample language and circulate these to departments and1649

to relevant individuals.1650
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8 Institute Organizational Structure and Evolutionary Process1651

During the S2I2 conceptualization process, the U.S. community had a number of discussions re-1652

garding possible management and governance structures. In order to structure these discussions, it1653

was agreed that the management and governance structures chosen for the Institute should answer1654

the following questions:1655

1. Goals: What are the goals of the Institute?1656

2. Interactions: Who are the primary clients/beneficiaries of the Institute? How are their1657

interests represented? How can the Institute align its priorities with those of the LHC exper-1658

iments?1659

3. Operations: How does the Institute execute its plan with the resources it directly controls?1660

How does the Institute leverage and collaborate with other organizations? How does the1661

Institute maintain transparency?1662

4. Metrics: How is the impact of the Institute evaluated? And by whom?1663

5. Evolution: What are the processes by which the Institutes areas of focus and activities1664

evolve?1665

The S2I2 discussions converged on the strawman model described show in Figure 8 as a baseline.1666

The specific choices may evolve in an eventual implementation phase depending on funding levels,1667

specific project participants, etc., but the basic functions here are expected to be relevant and1668

important.1669

Figure 8: Strawman Model for Institute Management and Governance. (Figure to be remade!)

The main elements in this organizational structure and their roles within the Institute are:1670
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PI/co-PIs: as on the eventual Institute implementation proposal, with project responsibilities as1671

defined by NSF.1672

Focus Areas: A number of Focus Areas will be defined for the institute at any given point in1673

time. These areas will represent the main priorities of the institute in terms of activities aimed1674

at developing the software infrastructure to achieve the mission of the Institute. The S2I2-HEP1675

conceptualization process has identified a initial set of high impact focus areas. These are described1676

in Section 7 of this document. The number and size of focus areas which will be included in an1677

Institute implementation will depend on funding available and resources needed to achieve the1678

goals. The areas could also evolve over the course of the institute, but it is expected to be typically1679

between three and five. Each focus area within an Institute will have a written set of goals for the1680

year and corresponding institute resources. The active focus areas will be reviewed together with1681

the Advisory Panel once/year and decisions will be taken on updating the list of areas an their1682

yearly goals, with input from the Steering Board.1683

Area Manager(s): each Area Manager will manage the day to day activities within a focus area.1684

It is for the moment undefined whether there will be an Area Manager plus a deputy, co-managers1685

or a single manager. An appropriate mix of HEP, Computer Science and representation from1686

different experiments will be a goal.1687

Executive Board: the Executive Board will manage the day to day activities of the Institute. It1688

will consist of the PI, co-PIs, and the managers of the focus areas. A weekly meeting will be used1689

to manage the general activities of the institute and make shorter term plans. In many cases, a1690

liaison from other organizations (e.g. the US LHC Ops programs) would be invited as an “observer”1691

to weekly Executive Board meetings in order to facilitate transparency and collaboration (e.g. on1692

shared services or resources).1693

Steering Board: a Steering Board will be defined to meet with the executive board approximately1694

quarterly to review the large scale priorities and strategy of the institute. (Areas of focus will also1695

be reviewed, but less frequently.) The steering board will consist of two representatives for each1696

participating experiment, plus representatives of CERN, FNAL, etc. Members of the Steering1697

Board will be proposed by their respective organizations and accepted by the Executive Director1698

in consultation with the Executive Board.1699

Executive Director: an Executive Director will manage the overall activities of the institute and1700

its interactions with external entities. In general day-to-day decisions will be taken by achieving1701

consensus in the Executive Board and strategy and priority decisions based on advice and recom-1702

mendations by the Steering and Executive Boards. In cases where consensus cannot be reached,1703

the Executive Director will take a final decision. It would also be prudent for the Institute to have a1704

Deputy Director who is able to assume the duties during periods of unavailability of the Executive1705

Director.1706

Advisory Panel: an Advisory Panel will be convened to conduct an internal review of the project1707

once per year. The members of the panel will be selected by the PI/co-PIs with input from the1708

Steering Board. The panel will include experts not otherwise involved with the institute in the1709

areas of physics, computational physics, sustainable software development and computer science.1710
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9 Building Partnerships1711

The role envisioned for the Institute in Section 6 will require collaborations and partnerships with1712

a number of external entities.1713

Figure 9: Relationship of the Institute to other entities

The Institute will partner with a number of other entities, as shown in Figure 10.1714

HEP Researchers (University, Lab, International):1715

LHC Experiments:1716

U.S. LHC Ops Programs:1717

Computer Science (CS) Community: During the S2I2-HEP conceptualization process we1718

ran two workshops that focused on how the two communities could work together in the context1719

of an Institute, and discussed planned HEP and CS research areas and provided a clear frame-1720

work for HEP and CS researchers as to the challenges and opportunities in such collaboration. It1721

is likely that there will be some direct CS participation and activities in any eventual Institute1722

proposal, and an important ongoing activity of an Institute will be continued engagement and di-1723

alogue with the CS community. This may take the form of targeted workshops focused on specific1724

research issues in HEP and their possible CS interest or dedicated exploratory projects. The CS1725

and Cyberinfrastructure topics of interest are many: Science Practices & Policies, Sociology and1726

Community Issues; Machine Learning; Software Life Cycle; Software Engineering; Parallelism and1727

Performance on modern processor architectures, Software/Data/Workflow Preservation & Repro-1728

ducibility, Scalable Platforms; Data Organization, Management and Access; Data Storage; Data1729

Intensive Analysis Tools and Techniques; Visualization; Data Streaming; Training and Education;1730

and Professional Development and Advancement. One or two members of the CS and Cyberin-1731

frastructure communities, with a broad view of CS research, could also naturally participate in the1732

Institute Advisory Panel, as described in Section 8.1733

External Software Providers: planning, minor features, interoperability, packaging/performance1734
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Figure 10: Relationship of the Institute to other entities

issues1735

Open Science Grid: The strength of the Open Science Grid project is its fabric of services1736

that allows the integration of an at-scale globally distributed computing infrastructure for HTC1737

that is fundamentally elastic in nature, and thus can scale out across many different types of1738

hardware, software, and business models. It is the natural partner for the Institute on all aspect1739

of “productizing” prototypes, or testing prototypes at scale. E.g., OSG today supports machine1740

learning environments across a range of different types of hardware and software environments.1741

New environments could be added in support of the ML focus area. It is also a natural partner to1742

facilitate discussions with IT infrastructure providers, and deployment experts, e.g. in the context1743

of the DOMA and Data Analysis Systems focus areas.1744

DOE and the National Labs: The R&D roadmap outlined in the Community White Paper [11]1745

is much broader than what will be possible even within the Institute. Indeed many DOE lab1746

personnel participated in both the CWP and S2I2-HEP processes. The DOE labs will necessarily1747

be involved in related R&D activities both for the HL-LHC and for the U.S. HEP program in1748

the 2020s. In particular we note the HEP Center for Computational Excellence, a DOE cross-1749

cutting initiative focused on high performance computing (HPC). The Institute should establish1750

clear contacts with all of the software efforts at the national labs and with individual projects and1751

initiatives such as HEP, and build a open dialogue about how the efforts can collaborate.1752

CERN: As the host lab for the LHC experiments, CERN is and will be an important collaborator1753

for the Institute. Two entities within CERN are involved with software and computing activities.1754

The IT department within CERN is in particular focused on computing infrastructure and hosts1755

CERN openlab (for partnerships with industry, see below). The Software (SFT) group in the CERN1756

Physics Department is heavily engaged in software application libraries relevant for both the LHC1757

experiments and the HEP community at large, most notably the ROOT analysis framework and the1758

Geant4 Monte Carlo detector simulation package. There are currently many ongoing collaborations1759

between the experiments and U.S. projects and institutions with the CERN software efforts. CERN1760
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staff from these organizations were heavily involved the CWP process. The Institute will naturally1761

build on these existing relationships with CERN. A representative of CERN should also participate1762

in an Institute Steering Board, as described in Section 8.1763

The HEP Software Foundation (HSF): The HSF was set up in 2015 to facilitate coordina-1764

tion and common efforts in high energy physics (HEP) software and computing internationally.1765

Although it is a relatively new entity in our community, it has already demonstrated its value in1766

carrying out the Community White Paper process. This was a collaboration with the S2I2-HEP1767

conceptualization project and we expect that any figure S2I2 Institute will naturally partner with1768

the HSF in the same fashion.1769

Industry: Partnerships with Industry are particularly important. They allow R&D activities to be1770

informed by technology developments in the wider world and, through dedicated projects, to inform1771

and provide feedback to industry on their products. HEP has a long history of such collaborations1772

in many technological areas including software and computing. The experience has often been1773

that involving industry partners in a bi-directional fashion actual projects, as opposed to periodic1774

one-way presentations or training sessions, is the most effective. There are a number of projects un-1775

derway today with industry partners. Examples include collaboration with Intel like the Big Data1776

Reduction Facility [67], through an Intel Parallel Computing Center [68], with Google [69, 70] and1777

AWS [69–71] for cloud computing, etc. A variety of areas will be of interest going forward, including1778

processor, storage and networking technologies, tools for data management at the Exabyte scale,1779

machine learning and data analytics, computing facilities infrastructure and management, cloud1780

computing and software development tools and support for software performance. In 2001 CERN1781

created a framework for such public-private partnerships with industry called CERN openlab [72].1782

Initially this was used to build projects between CERN staff and industry on HEP projects, how-1783

ever in recent years the framework has been broadened to include other research institutions and1784

scientific disciplines. Both Princeton University and FNAL are in the process of joining the CERN1785

openlab collaboration and others may follow. We expect that the CERN openlab can also be lever-1786

aged by the Institute to build partnerships with industry and to make them maximally effective.1787

This can be done in addition to direct partnerships with industry.1788

9.1 People (integrate text above)1789

People are the key to successful software. Computing hardware becomes obsolete after 3 – 5 years.1790

Specific software implementations of algorithms can have somewhat longer lifetimes (or shorter).1791

Developing, maintaining, and evolving algorithms and implementations for HEP experiments can1792

continue for many decades. Using the LEP tunnel at CERN for a hadron collider was first considered1793

at a workshop in 1984; the ATLAS and CMS collaborations submitted letters of intent in 1992;1794

the CERN Council approved construction of the LHC in late 1994, and it first delivered beams in1795

2008. A decade later, the accelerator and the detectors are exceeding their design specifications,1796

producing transformative science. The community is building hardware upgrades and planning for a1797

High Luminosity LHC era which will start collecting data circa 10 years from now, and then acquire1798

data for at least another decade. People, working together, across disciplines and experiments, over1799

several generations, are the real cyberinfrastructure underlying sustainable software.1800

Much of the software used by HEP experiments is highly domain specific and requires domain1801

expertise to design and build it. At the same time, developing high-quality algorithms and writing1802

performant software implementations often requires expertise beyond HEP. The LHC community1803

has identified the speed of reconstruction as a potential bottleneck on the path to doing the best1804

possible HL-LHC science. Taking advantage of emerging compute and storage architectures requires1805

working with software engineers and computer scientists who understand how to take advantage1806

of them. Similarly, replacing the most time consuming trigger and reconstruction algorithms with1807
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radically new algorithms based on machine learning (ML) will require working closely with computer1808

scientists and data scientists who develop the underlying ML tools we use. The software that is not1809

so domain specific can benefit from even stronger collaborations with the worlds of computer science,1810

network engineering, etc. A large fraction of the computing effort is expended running “centralized1811

productions”. While some of the issues of workload management and workflow management are1812

specific to the field, and even to individual experiments, the big picture issues are much more1813

generic. Real collaboration across disciplines, cooperation by experiments within HEP, and effective1814

communication are necessary foundations for building sustainable cyber infrastructure to enable1815

the full reach of the hardware investments in the HL-LHC program.1816
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10 Metrics for Success (Physics, Software, Community Engage-1817

ment)1818
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11 Training and Workforce Development, Education and Out-1819

reach1820

11.1 Training Context1821

HEP algorithms and their implementations are designed and written by individuals with a broad1822

spectrum of expertise in the underlying technologies, be it physics, or data science, or principles or1823

computing, or software engineering. Almost all Ph.D. students write analysis software, as do most1824

post-docs. Many students and post-docs write software to acquire data, calibrate and reconstruct it,1825

and reduce data sets to sizes manageable for analysis by teams and individuals. Some of these people1826

have very high levels of domain and software engineering expertise, and some are raw recruits. For1827

example, most experiments have dedicated teams for developing and maintaining code for tracking1828

charged particles. The most senior members of these teams generally have many years of experience1829

and have developed deep understandings of the current algorithms and their performances, both1830

in terms of physics performance and resource usage. This wisdom in passed along in a somewhat1831

haphazard way through what amounts to an unofficial apprenticeship program.1832

In addition, teams of “core” developers are responsible for designing and implementing software1833

for workflow and workload management. These individuals are often responsible for managing use1834

of these tools to run what are often commonly “central productions” of reconstruction, stripping,1835

and simulation campaigns. Members of these teams are considered software professionals, although1836

many have been formally trained in HEP rather than computer science or software engineering.1837

Matching the educational and training opportunities to the needs of the various levels of software1838

developers across the full spectrum of the community will require carefully assessing what skills and1839

expertise will have the biggest impact on physics. In addition, as most people earning Ph.D.s in1840

experimental particle physics eventually leave the field, providing educational and training oppor-1841

tunities that prepare them for other career trajectories must be a consideration in setting priorities.1842

Training support for these activities is uneven and made up of a patchwork of training activities1843

with some significant holes. Although most universities do provide some relevant computer science1844

and software engineering courses, and many are starting to provide introductory “data science”1845

courses, many HEP graduate students and postdocs are not required to take these classes as a1846

matter of course. As students enter the research phase of the graduate student training, many1847

recognize the value of such classes, but are no longer in a position to easily take the classes. No1848

“standard” recommendations exist for incoming students, either for HEP experiments or the HEP1849

field as a whole. Some universities are developing curriculums for STEM training in general and/or1850

“certificate” programs for basic data science and/or software training, but these are by no means1851

yet universal. The result is that the graduate student and postdoc population has a very diverse1852

knowledge of the relevant skills.1853

HEP collaborations do typically provide opportunities for members to learn the software tools1854

developd by and/or used within the experiments. For example, the week-long CMS Data Analysis1855

School (CMSDAS) [73] pairs software experts with new collaborators to build and run end-to-end1856

examples of real analysis applications. LHCb has a similar training program and workshops called1857

the “Starter Kit” [74]. Other collaboration have similar programs. The goals of these programs are1858

primarily to make new collaborators effective users of the complex experiment software ecosystems,1859

rather than effective developers of that ecosystem, even if the latter will be often an important part1860

of their eventual research contribution. In addition these programs need to train collaborators with1861

very uneven backgrounds in basic ideas of computer science and software engineering, as described1862

above.1863

A number of summer schools focused on more advanced software and computing topics also exist1864

in the global HEP community including the CERN School of Computing [75], the GridKa school [76]1865

organized by the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, the “Developing Efficient Large Scale Scientific1866
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Applications (ESC)” [77], school organized by the Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN) and1867

(more recently) the “Computational and Data Science for High Energy Physics (CoDaS-HEP)”1868

school [78] in the U.S.1869

11.2 Challenges1870

There are a lot of experiment-specific training efforts. But we have some common needs. We should1871

probably strive to extract that common knowledge and build common training from that, because1872

it enables us to duplicate less effort on experiment-specific training, and to do the shared training1873

better by accumulating more expertise into it.1874

Within a single experiment, different skill sets are needed. In addition to a base skill set1875

that contains basic programming language knowledge, testing and code management tools and1876

experiment-specific framework knowledge, there are more specialized skills that only a subset of1877

the community needs to know, such as software optimization, or low-level hardware interfaces.1878

11.3 Current practices1879

Many people in the field believe that core elements of computer science, computer programming,1880

and software engineering should be required of all students embarking on a Ph.D. in experimental1881

HEP. Some undergraduate programs provide good opportunities in this regard, but there is no1882

universal expectation that this is prerequisite to beginning graduate level study in a U.S. university.1883

Nor do most Ph.D. programs offer formal coursework like this. As a result, the HEP community1884

needs to decide what it expects all of its students to know, and to prepare appropriate pedagogic1885

material that can be used, either in the formal classroom or for independent study. Elements of1886

this material have been assembled by individual instructors, or is taught piecemeal by experiments,1887

but a coherent approach should be developed.1888

HEP has a set of concepts and a software infrastructure for analyzing data that is approximately1889

domain-specific and transcends individual experiments. The most common analysis framework1890

is the ROOT library developed principally at CERN. It encodes methods for selecting datasets,1891

visualizing data, extracting parameters that describe data, etc. The community is rapidly adopting1892

similar tools from the larger scientific Python community. Some students are introduced to these1893

very informally by mentors who give them tutorials and/or working examples to get started. Some1894

are provided experiment-specific tutorials (in-person or online) to get started. A software institute1895

can take a leading role in collecting, developing, and maintaining a curated set of educational1896

materials that addresses the common software needs of all students starting to do analysis. It can1897

also organize video-based classes or in-person “summer schools” to teach this material.1898

In addition to writing analysis code, many members of the HEP community write software which1899

becomes part of the experimental infrastructure. Examples of this are reconstruction software, event1900

selection software (at either the trigger level or the offline “stripping” level), simulation software,1901

and data visualization software. Each of these requires both domain expertise and algorithmic1902

design plus software engineering expertise. Providing the training to build high-quality, performant,1903

sustainable software for these types of applications is qualitatively different – it requires a much1904

higher level of instructor expertise, and the target audience is generally smaller. As such a large1905

fraction of the processing power is deployed for reconstruction, training the lead developers how to1906

use performance tools to study hot spots and memory access patterns, how to design data structures1907

and algorithms to take advantage of vector processors in modern architectures, and how to write1908

thread-safe algorithms is absolutely critical to using computing resources efficiently. Similarly, if1909

we want event selection software to use algorithms built on top of ML learning tools, we must train1910

the developers of that software the underlying principles of ML, what tools exist, how to use those1911

tools to train neural networks or BDTs efficiently, and how to deploy inference engines that execute1912

quickly. In many cases, the state-of-the-art is evolving very rapidly. This means that developers1913
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will need continuing education, and much of it should be hands-on and interactive. An Institute1914

will be a natural home for this type of training.1915

Where appropriate, training programs should take advantage of developments in pedagogy, such1916

as active learning1 or peer learning2. In some cases, it may be advantageous to have code samples1917

that are purposely broken or flawed, and ask students to fix or improve them. Learning material1918

so that it sticks with the students often takes more effort by both the students and the instructors;1919

it often takes more time than we would prefer. However, it is the best way to ensure an educated1920

community that can fully contribute to the physics programs at large, which is really the ultimate1921

goal training programs.1922

A difficulty that has emerged in the past with respect to implementation of training courses1923

is the lack of funding along with the lack of available time by experts in the field. People with1924

enough expertise or insight in the field have usually no time to devote to prolonged periods of1925

student’s training, and, even when they can find some, the cost of setting up a training course in an1926

effective way is often beyond what’s made available by funding agencies (funds for travel, hosting,1927

setting up a room with a computing infrastructure to allow interactive hands-on session, etc.). A1928

possible way out is a completely different approach to training (but complementary to the already1929

existing and successful classical efforts such as the CERN School of Computing’s Bertinoro and KIT1930

ones): instead of directly teaching to students, trainees could make use of a web-based platform to1931

provide training materials to students. This complementary approach has several advantages over1932

traditional ones:1933

11.4 Knowledge that needs to be transferred1934

At all stages of software & computing training, we should take care to encourage Good Practices1935

Across the Community (GPAC), such as error checking, modularity of code design, writing tests,1936

etc. All the key concepts addressed in the training should not be specific to a particular experiment1937

or field of application, but general enough to be useful for the whole HEP community and possibly1938

beyond. In this section, we present a list of specific concepts that need to be taught to members of1939

the community, in order to guarantee the base level of competence needed to write efficient code1940

for the different tasks performed in HEP experiments.1941

Base knowledge to be transferred includes basic programming concepts, data structures, basics1942

of code design, error checking, code management tools, validation and debugging tools. More1943

advanced topics include modularity of code design, advanced data structures, evaluation metrics,1944

writing tests and working with different types of hardware accelerators. Special emphasis should1945

be made on reporting results and documenting them.1946

• Basic Programming Concepts1947

– Object oriented paradigm1948

– Compiled languages (C++)1949

– Scripting languages (Python, Javascript,...)1950

• Algorithms1951

– Boost library1952

– STL algorithms for containers1953

– R and/or ROOT1954

• Existing frameworks (development or application level)1955

– Qt1956

1http://www.crlt.umich.edu/tstrategies/tsal
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peer_learning
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– ROOT1957

– experiment specific framework (possibly if of potential interest outside the native exper-1958

iment)1959

• Code design (design patterns)1960

• Development tools1961

– IDEs (Integrated Development Environment)1962

– Debuggers1963

– Profilers1964

• Evaluation metrics1965

• “Trust” metrics such as data driven tests1966

• Specific software implementation training1967

• Good practices1968

• Code style and clarity1969

• Scripting and data cleaning1970

• Reporting results reproducibly1971

• Writing Documentation1972

11.5 Roadmap1973

• Work with the Carpentries (software & data) to customize (focusing on what is needed in1974

HEP, making examples HEP-specific) general/basic software training for new students1975

• Work with HPC centers when training needs/goals overlap, e.g. DOE Lab and university1976

computing centers that provide live, virtual, and recorded training1977

• Summer schools1978

• Focused webinars on specific topics (both beginner and advanced)1979

• Focused webinars on specific topics (both beginner and advanced), this could be collaborative1980

with software, HPC, data science communities1981

• Provide advanced/focused hands-on in-person and virtual training on a variety of HEP-1982

specific topics (following CMS-HATS model)1983

– Coordinate with experiments & LHC physics centers, for content, instructors, and train-1984

ing venues1985

– Initial topics: Analysis in python, analysis in R, histogramming, PyROOT and rootpy,1986

ML to improve Physics Objects, tracking tagging, Modern Tools for Physics Analysis-1987

Roofit, MVA1988

– Method for bringing in new topics:1989

∗ Suggestions from users and developers, user survey1990

∗ Find willing instructors (from LHC Experiments etc)1991

∗ Institute’s role is coordinator, not funder, not instructor (though maybe will fund/help1992

students?, pay for instructor travel for in-person training?)1993

11.6 Outreach1994

Outreach and use of HEP data by researchers in other fields and members of the public with1995

scientific interests (linked to software/data preservation and reproducibility within Analysis focus1996

area)1997
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• Provide data and tools to the non-HEP researchers, e.g. computer scientists who want to1998

work on big data problems1999

• Provide data and tools to the interested public2000

• Document data and tools and provide examples of usage2001

• How do members of the public get access to enough computing to work with this data? (HEP2002

data analysis science gateway/portal?)2003

• Bringing together Inreach and Outreach community2004
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12 Broadening Participation2005
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13 Sustainability2006
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14 Risks and Mitigation2007
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15 Funding Scenarios2008

The costs of an S2I2 will depend on its scope and its relationships to other entities. Most are2009

estimated in terms of nominal full-time-equivalent (FTE) professionals. Approximately a third2010

of the funding will support core personnel and other backbone activities. The remaining funding2011

will primarily support personnel, affiliated with other university groups, to lead and contribute to2012

software R&D in the identified focus areas.2013

Some of the Institute personnel may be working only on S2I2 projects. However, most effort will2014

be done by a mixture of software professionals working part-time on S2I2 projects and part-time on2015

complementary projects, funded through other mechanisms, plus post-docs and graduate students2016

supported partly by the S2I2 for their work on its projects and supported partly by other funds for2017

related and complementary activities. Co-funding individuals with relevant expertise will be a key2018

method of ensuring significant community buy-in and engagement. The Institute may undertake2019

some projects on its own, but most should be of sufficient interest to attract support from elements2020

of the community who want to collaborate. For example, one of the topics in the Reconstruction2021

and Trigger Algorithms focus area, identified as important by all the experiments, is learning to2022

use vectorization programming techniques effectively. An individual might develop generic toolkits2023

(or algorithms), funded by the Institute, and test them (or deploy them) in experiment-specific2024

software, funded by a partner. In such a case, the Institute is leveraging its resources and ensuring2025

that its work is relevant to at least one experiment.2026

As a first approximation, we estimate that the fully loaded cost of a software professional FTE2027

will average $200K/year. Typically, this will include salary, fringe benefits, travel, materials and2028

supplies, plus overhead. Based on the experience of the OSG, we estimate that operations personnel2029

will average $160K/year.2030

We expect that the core team will include an Executive Director and project/administrative2031

support plus a core set of software professionals who will (i) engage directly in R&D projects2032

related to established focus areas and exploratory studies, (ii) provide software engineering support2033

across the program, (iii) provide the effort for the Institute “backbone” focused on developing,2034

documenting and disseminating best practices and developing incentives, (iv) provide some services2035

(e.g., packaging and infrastructure support across the program), (v) lead the education and outreach2036

effort, (vi) lead the blueprint effort, (vii) coordinate efforts to build bridges beyond the S2I2 itself2037

to the larger HEP, Computer Science, Software Engineering, and Data Science communities and to2038

establish the Institute as an intellectual hub for HL-LHC software and computing R&D. Depending2039

on the funding available, and the overall scope of the project, we anticipate that the team will consist2040

of the Executive Director plus 5 – 7 FTEs. As a first approximation, the bottom lines for what be2041

deemed “central” expenses range from $1200K/year to $1800/year.2042

An essential element of building a software R&D will be sponsoring workshops and supporting2043

participation in other relevant workshops. Based on our experience with the S2I2 conceptualization2044

process, a Participant Costs budget of $200K/year will prove sufficient, in large measure because2045

these funds can be used to supplement those from other sources for many people. Similarly, we2046

estimate that a $200K/year Participant Costs budget reserved for summer schools and other ex-2047

plicitly pedagogic activities will make a significant impact. In the tighter budget scenarios, these2048

last two items could be reduced stepwise to half in the lowest scenario.2049

Beyond the core efforts and backbone team, we anticipate funding an average of 4 FTE lines2050

for each of four focus areas in the fully funded scenario, about $800K/year each. This level of2051

effort would provide critical mass to guarantee a significant leading impact on a focus areas, given2052

previous experience in smaller (NSF-funded) projects such as DIANA-HEP [79], DASPOS [80], the2053

Parallel Kalman Filter Tracking Project [81] and the “Any Data, Any Time, Anywhere: Global2054

Data Access for Science” [64] project. Almost none of the personnel funded by these lines would2055

be fully funded by the S2I2 – the projects they will work on should be of sufficient interest to the2056
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community that collaborators will co-fund individuals whose other projects are closely aligned with2057

their Institute projects. The total expense of these activities in a fully funded project would be2058

$3200K/year. If sufficient funding is not available, the number of focus areas would be reduced,2059

rather than trying to fund all at insufficient levels. The bare minimum number of focus areas to2060

have a significant impact on HL-LHC software development would be 2, at a cost of $1600K/year.2061

Beyond the software R&D scope envisioned for the Institute when the S2I2 conceptualization2062

process started, we have considered the possibility that a single institute might serve as an umbrella2063

organization with OSG-like operational responsibilities related to the LHC experiments, as well. As2064

indicated in Table 2, this would require supporting 13.3 FTE operations personnel at an estimated2065

cost of ∼$2100K/year.2066

core and participant
scenario backbone costs focus areas operations total
low R&D 1200 200 1600 3000
medium R&D 1400 300 2400 4100
high R&D 1800 400 3200 5400
OSG-HEP 2100 2100

Table 3: Three possible budget scenarios for the R&D efforts, plus the OSG-HEP operations effort.
All entries are k$/year.

Three software R&D scenarios (no OSG-like operations responsibilities) are illustrated in Table2067

3. The numbers are rough estimates. Funding for OSG-like operations adds another $2100K to2068

any of these. A proposal responding to a solicitation will need to provide better estimates of the2069

funding required to cover the proposed activities. For the purposes of a strategic plan, we tentatively2070

identify the “Reconstruction and Trigger Algorithms” and “Data Organization, Management and2071

Access” focus areas to be the very highest priority for S2I2 funding. The former is closest to the2072

core physics program, and it is where U.S. university groups have the most expertise and interest.2073

The latter covers core technologies tying together processing all the way from data acquisition2074

to final physics analysis. It is inherently cross-disciplinary, and will engage U.S. university HEP,2075

Computer Science, and Software Engineering researchers. Data Analysis Systems R&D is essential2076

to the success of the HL-LHC. If insufficient funding is available through this funding mechanism,2077

efforts in this area might be funded through other mechanisms or might be deferred. However,2078

continuity of effort from the existing NSF-funded DIANA-HEP project [79] and the ability to test2079

run analysis system solutions during LHC Run 3 will be at risk. Applications of Machine Learning2080

garnered the highest level of interest during the CWP and S2I2 conceptualization processes, and2081

it is especially well suited to cross-disciplinary research. Deciding not to include this as one of2082

the two highest priority focus areas at this stage was a close call. Depending on the details of a2083

solicitation and the anticipated funding level, it might displace one of the focus areas identified as2084

higher priority here.2085

A Appendix - S2I2 Strategic Plan Elements2086

The original S2I2-HEP proposal was written in response to solicitation NSF 15-553 [43]. This2087

solicitation specified that: “The product of a conceptualization award will be a strategic plan2088

for enabling science and education through a sustained software infrastructure that will be freely2089

available to the community, and will address the following elements:”2090

• the science community and the specific grand challenge research questions that the S2I2 will2091

support;2092
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• specific software elements and frameworks that are relevant to the community, the sustain-2093

ability challenges that need to be addressed, and why addressing these challenges will be2094

transformative;2095

• appropriate software architectures and lifecycle processes, development, testing and deploy-2096

ment methodologies, validation and verification processes, end usability and interface consid-2097

erations, and required infrastructure and technologies;2098

• the required organizational, personnel and management structures and operational processes;2099

• the requirements and necessary mechanisms for human resource development, including in-2100

tegration of education and training, mentoring of students, postdoctoral fellows as well as2101

software professionals, and proactively addressing diversity and broadening participation;2102

• potential approaches for long-term sustainability of the software institute as well as the soft-2103

ware; and2104

• potential risks including risks associated with establishment and execution, necessary infras-2105

tructure and associated technologies, community engagement, and long-term sustainability.2106

Moreover the solicitation states that “The strategic plan resulting from the conceptualization phase2107

is expected to serve as the conceptual design upon which a subsequent S2I2 Implementation pro-2108

posal could be based.”. In this “Strategic Plan” document, we have attempted to respond to to2109

these criteria.2110

We note in addition that the same solicitation (NSF 15-553 [43]) also allowed for implementation2111

proposals for “Chemical and Materials Research” and “Science Gateways”. For these implementa-2112

tion proposals, the solicitation requested the following elements in the (20 page) proposals:2113

• The overall rationale for the envisioned institute, its mission, and its goals.2114

• A set of software issues and needs and software sustainability challenges faced by a particular,2115

well-defined yet broad community (that is clearly identified in the proposal) that can best2116

be addressed by an institute of the type proposed, a compelling case these are the most2117

important issues faced by the community, and that these issues are truly important.2118

• A clear and compelling plan of activities that shows how the proposed institute will address2119

these issues and needs by involving (and leveraging) the community, including its software2120

developers, in a way that will benefit the entire community.2121

• If there are other NSF-funded activities that might appear to overlap the institute’s ac-2122

tivities, a discussion clarifying how the funding of each activity will be independent and2123

non-overlapping.2124

• Metrics of how success will be measured, that include at least impact on the developer and2125

user communities.2126

• Evidence that the people involved in planning and setting up the institute have the organi-2127

zational, scientific, technical, and sociocultural skills to undertake such a task, and that they2128

are trusted and respected by the community as a whole.2129

• Evidence of a high degree of community buy in that a) these are the urgent/critical needs2130

and b) this institute is the way to address them.2131

• A plan for management of the institute, including 1) the specific roles of the PI, co-PIs, other2132

senior personnel and paid consultants at all institutions involved, 2) how the project will2133

be managed across institutions and disciplines, 3) identification of the specific coordination2134

mechanisms that will enable cross-institution and/or cross-discipline scientific integration,2135

and 4) pointers to the budget line items that support these management and coordination2136

mechanisms.2137

• A steering committee composed of leading members of the targeted community that will2138
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assume key roles in the leadership and/or management of the institute. A brief biography of2139

the members of the steering committee and their role in the conceptualization process should2140

be included.2141

• A plan for how the institute activities will continue and/or the value of the institute’s products2142

will be preserved after the award, particularly if it does not receive additional funds from NSF.2143

As these criteria are general enough to be relevant also for an S2I2 for HEP, we have included2144

also some initial information on these items in this document.2145

In addition, a National Academy of Science report, Future Directions for NSF Advanced Com-2146

puting Infrastructure to Support U.S. Science and Engineering in 2017-2020 [65], appeared shortly2147

before the S2I2-HEP project began. One of its general recommendations is that NSF “collect com-2148

munity requirements and construct and publish roadmaps to allow it to better set priorities and2149

make more strategic decisions about advanced computing” and that these roadmaps should “would2150

reflect the visions of the science communities supported by NSF, including both large users and2151

those (in the “long- tail”) with more modest needs. The goal is to develop brief documents that2152

set forth the overall strategy and approach rather than high-resolution details. They would look2153

roughly 5 years ahead and provide a vision that extends about 10 years ahead.” The S2I2-HEP and2154

CWP community processes should be seen as input regarding the vision of the HEP community2155

for the HL-LHC era.2156
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B Appendix - Workshop List2157

During the process we have organized a number of workshops and sessions at preexisting meetings.2158

These included (in chronological order):2159

S2I2 HEP/CS Workshop2160

Date: 7–9 Dec, 20162161

Location: University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign2162

URL: https://indico.cern.ch/event/575443/2163

Summary report: http://s2i2-hep.org/downloads/s2i2-hep-cs-workshop-summary.pdf2164

Description: This workshop brought together attendees from both the particle physics and com-2165

puter science (CS) communities to understand how the two communities could work together in2166

the context of a future NSF Software Institute aimed at supporting particle physics research over2167

the long term. While CS experience and expertise has been brought into the HEP community over2168

the years, this was a fresh look at planned HEP and computer science research and brainstorm2169

about engaging specific areas of effort, perspectives, synergies and expertise of mutual benefit to2170

HEP and CS communities, especially as it relates to a future NSF Software Institute for HEP.2171

2172

HEP Software Foundation Workshop2173

Date: 23–26 Jan, 20172174

Location: UCSD/SDSC (La Jolla, CA)2175

URL: http://indico.cern.ch/event/570249/2176

Description: This HSF workshop at SDSC/UCSD was the first workshop supporting the CWP2177

process. There were plenary sessions covering topics of general interest as well as parallel sessions2178

for the many topical working groups in progress for the CWP.2179

2180

S2I2-HEP/OSG/US-CMS/US-ATLAS Panel2181

Date: 8 Mar, 20172182

Location: UCSD/SDSC (La Jolla, CA)2183

URL: https://indico.fnal.gov/conferenceTimeTable.py?confId=12973#201703082184

Description: This panel took place at Open Science Grid All Hands Meeting (OSG-AHM). Partic-2185

ipants included Kaushik De (US-ATLAS), Peter Elmer (S2I2-HEP, US-CMS), Oli Gutsche (US-2186

CMS) and Mark Neubauer (S2I2-HEP, US-ATLAS), with Frank Wuerthwein (OSG, US-CMS) as2187

moderator. The goal was to inform the OSG community about the CWP and S2I2-HEP processes2188

and learn from the OSG experience.2189

2190

Software Triggers and Event Reconstruction WG meeting2191

Date: 9 Mar, 20172192

Location: LAL-Orsay (Orsay, France)2193

URL: https://indico.cern.ch/event/614111/2194

Description: This was a meeting of the Software Triggers and Event Reconstruction CWP working2195

group. It was held as a parallel session at the “Connecting the Dots” workshop, which focuses on2196

forward-looking pattern recognition and machine learning algorithms for use in HEP.2197

2198

IML Topical Machine Learning Workshop2199

Date: 20–22 Mar, 20172200

Location: CERN (Geneva, Switzerland)2201

URL: https://indico.cern.ch/event/5950592202
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Description: This was a meeting of the Machine Learning CWP working group. It was held as2203

a parallel session at the “Inter-experimental Machine Learning (IML)” workshop, an organization2204

formed in 2016 to facilitate communication regarding R&D on ML applications in the LHC exper-2205

iments.2206

2207

Community White Paper Follow-up at FNAL2208

Date: 23 Mar, 20172209

Location: FNAL (Batavia, IL)2210

URL: https://indico.fnal.gov/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=140322211

Description: This one-day workshop was organized to engage with the experimental HEP commu-2212

nity involved in computing and software for Intensity Frontier experiments at FNAL. Plans for the2213

CWP and the S2I2-HEP project were described, with discussion about commonalities between the2214

HL-LHC challenges and the challenges of the FNAL neutrino and muon experiments.2215

2216

CWP Visualization Workshop2217

Date: 28–30 Mar, 20172218

Location: CERN (Geneva, Switzerland)2219

URL: https://indico.cern.ch/event/617054/2220

Description: This workshop was organized by the Visualization CWP working group. It explored2221

the current landscape of HEP visualization tools as well as visions for how these could evolve.2222

There was participation both from HEP developers and industry.2223

2224

2nd S2I2 HEP/CS Workshop2225

Date: 1–3 May, 20172226

Location: Princeton University (Princeton, NJ)2227

URL: https://indico.cern.ch/event/622920/2228

Description: This 2nd HEP/CS workshop built on the discussions which took place at the the first2229

S2I2 HEP/CS workshop to take a fresh look at planned HEP and computer science research and2230

brainstorm about engaging specific areas of effort, perspectives, synergies and expertise of mutual2231

benefit to HEP and CS communities, especially as it relates to a future NSF Software Institute for2232

HEP.2233

2234

DS@HEP 2017 (Data Science in High Energy Physics)2235

Date: 8–12 May, 20172236

Location: FNAL (Batava, IL)2237

URL: https://indico.fnal.gov/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=134972238

Description: This was a meeting of the Machine Learning CWP working group. It was held as a2239

parallel session at the “Data Science in High Energy Physics (DS@HEP)” workshop, a workshop2240

series begun in 2015 to facilitate communication regarding R&D on ML applications in HEP.2241

2242

HEP Analysis Ecosystem Retreat2243

Date: 22–24 May, 20172244

Location: Amsterdam, the Netherlands2245

URL: http://indico.cern.ch/event/613842/2246

Summary report: http://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/assets/AnalysisEcosystemReport20170804.2247

pdf2248

Description: This was a general workshop, organized about the HSF, about the ecosystem of anal-2249
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ysis tools used in HEP and the ROOT software framework. The workshop focused both on the2250

current status and the 5-10 year time scale covered by the CWP.2251

2252

CWP Event Processing Frameworks Workshop2253

Date: 5-6 Jun, 20172254

Location: FNAL (Batavia, IL)2255

URL: https://indico.fnal.gov/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=141862256

Description: This was a workshop held by the Event Processing Frameworks CWP working group.2257

2258

HEP Software Foundation Workshop2259

Date: 26–30 Jun, 20172260

Location: LAPP (Annecy, France)2261

URL: https://indico.cern.ch/event/613093/2262

Description: This was the final general workshop for the CWP process. The CWP working groups2263

came together to present their status and plans, and develop consensus on the organization and2264

context for the community roadmap. Plans were also made for the CWP writing phase that fol-2265

lowed in the few months following this last workshop.2266

2267

S2I2-HEP Workshop2268

Date: 23–26 Aug, 20172269

Location: University of Washington, Seattle (Seattle, WA)2270

URL: https://indico.cern.ch/event/640290/2271

Description: This final S2I2-HEP workshop was held as a satellite workshop of the ACAT 20172272

Conference. The workshop built on the emerging consensus from the CWP process and focused2273

on the role an NSF-supported Software Institute could play. Specific discussions focused on es-2274

tablishing which areas would be both high impact and appropriate for leadership role in the U.S.2275

universities. In addition the relative roles of an Institute, the US LHC Ops programs and the inter-2276

national LHC program were discussed, along with possible management structures for an Institute.2277

2278

This full list of workshops and meetings (with links) is also available on the http://s2i2-hep.org2279

website. In addition there were “internal” sessions regarding the CWP in the LHC experiment2280

collaboration meetings, which are not listed above.2281

More than 250 people participated in one or more of the workshops which had an explicit regis-2282

tration and participant list. This does not include those who participated in the many “outreach”2283

or panel sessions at pre-existing workshops/meetings such as DS@HEP, the OSG AHM, the IML2284

Workshop or the sessions at LHC experiment collaboration meetings which not listed above, for2285

which no explicit participant list was tracked. The combined list of known registered participants2286

is:2287

Aaron Elliott (Aegis Research Labs), Aaron Sauers (Fermilab), Aashrita Mangu (California Insti-2288

tute of Technology), Abid Patwa (DOE), Adam Aurisano (University of Cincinnati), Adam Lyon2289

(FNAL), Ajit Majumder (Wayne State), Alexei Klimentov (Brookhaven National Lab), Alexey2290

Svyatkovskiy (Princeton University), Alja Mrak Tadel (Univerity California San Diego), Amber2291

Boehnlein (Jefferson Lab), Amir Farbin (University of Texas at Arlington), Amit Kumar (South-2292

ern Methodist), Andrea Dotti (SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory), Andrea Rizzi (INFN-Pisa),2293

Andrea Valassi (CERN), Andrei Gheata (CERN), Andrew Gilbert (KIT), Andrew Hanushevsky2294

(SLAC National Accelerator Laboratiry), Anton Burtsev (University of California, Irvine), Anton2295

Poluektov (University of Warwick), Antonio Augusto Alves Junior (University of Cincinnati), An-2296
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tonio Limosani (CERN / University of Sydney), Anyes Taffard (UC Irvine), Ariel Schwartzman2297

(SLAC), Attila Krasznahorkay (CERN), Avi Yagil (UCSD), Axel Naumann (CERN), Ben Hoober-2298

man (Illinois), Benedikt Hegner (CERN), Benedikt Riedel (University of Chicago), Benjamin Cou-2299

turier (CERN), Bill Nitzberg (Altair), Bo Jayatilaka (FNAL), Bogdan Mihaila (NSF), Brian Bock-2300
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